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Earth observing systems have proven to be a unique source of long-term synoptic information on  numerous 
physical, chemical and biological parameters on a global scale. Merging this information for integrated 
studies that peruse key questions about the ocean-atmosphere interface is, however, very challenging. 
Such studies require interdisciplinary frameworks and novel insights into ways to address the problem. 
We present here a perspective review on how current and emerging remote sensing technologies could 
help address two scientific questions within the Surface Ocean-Lower Atmosphere Study (SOLAS)  science 
plan: (1) to what extent does upper-ocean biology affect the composition and radiative properties of 
the marine boundary layer; and (2) to what extent does upper-ocean turbulence drive fluxes of mass 
and energy at the air-sea interface. We provide a thorough review of how these questions have been 
addressed and discuss novel potential avenues using multiplatform space-borne missions, from visible to 
microwave, active and passive sensors.
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1 The Problem: Upscaling air-sea interaction 
processes to the global system
Resolving the fluxes of material, heat, and momentum 
between the atmosphere and the ocean is essential to 
understand key climate processes (Stocker et al., 2013). 
However, our current level of understanding is limited by 
insufficient measurements of the governing processes, 
which are often highly nonlinear.

Air-sea exchanges occur between two relatively narrow 
boundary layers that vary on different time and space scales 
(Liss and Johnson, 2014). Problems of momentum exchange 
are dependent on processes occurring on the scales of 
waves, from capillary waves of millimetre scale to tsunamis 
tens of kilometres long. In contrast, heat exchange occurs 
on vertical scales of micrometres (near infra-red emission) 
to metres (light absorption). At larger scales, exchanges of 
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gases and aerosols are driven at the scale of mixed layers 
(hundreds of meters in the atmosphere and tens of meters 
in the ocean). Although remote sensing tools have the 
potential to help resolve these different spatial scales, the 
region encompassing the two boundary layers contains a 
sharp discontinuity in optical properties at the air-sea inter-
face, which poses a challenge to remote sensing of these 
interface processes. This problem is a classic case of one 
scientist’s noise being another’s data: atmospheric remote 
sensing considers the ocean’s contribution to measured 
spectral reflectance as a problem that requires a correction 
(Tanré et al., 1997; Remer et al., 2005) and vice versa, with 
ocean remote sensing viewing atmospheric signals as inter-
ferences (IOCCG, 2010; Müller et al., 2015). Both communi-
ties generally avoid or neglect interface processes.

Key challenges in the study of air-sea exchange include 
high interdisciplinarity and extreme nonlinearity between 
the processes to be described. A hypothetical, comprehen-
sive air-sea exchange expert would need to understand 
ocean ecology, biogeochemistry and microbiology, fluid 
dynamics, micrometeorology, cloud dynamics and micro-
physics, thermodynamics, organic chemistry, heterogene-
ous chemistry, radiation transfer, and even glaciology (see 
for instance Le Quéré and Saltzman, 2013). Feedbacks 
between the processes described by each of these disci-
plines add to the inherent complexity in these systems 
(Figure 1a). SOLAS has had great success with in-situ 
measurements, laboratory experiments, and numerical 
models (Brévière et al., 2015), but scaling the knowledge 
generated by these approaches to the full Earth system 

Figure 1: Remote sensing of ocean-atmosphere interactions. Conceptual view of (a) oceanic and atmospheric 
processes influencing air-sea interactions, and (b) corresponding properties observable by the remote sensing tech-
nologies discussed in this paper. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.f1
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requires optimised utilisation of available and future 
remote sensing tools.

Remote sensing uses different parts of the electromag-
netic spectrum to observe the Earth system, taking advan-
tage of the fact that different parts of this spectrum are 
affected differently by properties and dynamic behaviour 
of matter within the ocean, the atmosphere, and at the 
interface between them (Figure 1b) (Shutler et al., 2016). 
Remote Earth observation sensors are deployed not only 
on satellites in Earth orbit, but also on aircraft and even 
ground or ship-based facilities. Passive sensors measure 
the electromagnetic radiation reflected or emitted by 
the Earth system (typically in the visible, near-infrared, 
thermal, or microwave spectral regions), the characteris-
tics of which depend on the state of the atmosphere and 
surface. Active sensors provide an electromagnetic source 
on their own, and record the signal backscattered from 
interactions with material along the path. The temporal 
signal of the backscattered radiation provides information 
about the vertical profiles of scattering objects (Winker et 
al., 2009; Hostetler et al., 2018). See Table 1 for a list of 
abbreviations and acronyms for satellite missions, instru-
ments,  geophysical terms, and models mentioned in this 
review.

For both passive and active signals, the radiation inter-
acts with multiple components of the Earth system (clouds, 
aerosols, gases, the air-ocean interface, dissolved and par-
ticulate materials in the ocean). The complex mixture of 
competing interactions can mask certain components and 
limit their specific retrieval, owing to low signal-to-noise 
ratios. On the other hand, at any given moment, no more 
than one third of the ocean surface can be viewed in the 
visible range because of pronounced cloud cover (Harmel 
and Chami, 2013; Mace and Zhang, 2014). Satellite orbits 
and sensor fields of view also affect the spatial and tempo-
ral scales of the retrieved parameters, and, as in all scientific 
fields, the ability to answer a question of interest depends 
on the temporal and spatial scales of the available meas-
urements. While polar-orbiting satellites provide global 
coverage every few days, geostationary satellites provide 
the possibility of observing the same location many times 
a day, enabling observations of processes and phenomena 
that operate at sub-diurnal time scales. Combining differ-
ent remote sensing technologies with in-situ monitoring 
systems and/or with numerical models (Dubovik et al., 
2014; Shutler et al., 2016) can generate a more accurate 
and useful understanding of the Earth system, while a sin-
gle sensor can make contributions to the study of multi-
ple disciplines (e.g., marine biogeochemistry, aerosols and 
cloud physics and chemistry, air-sea fluxes of mass and 
energy) (Gordon and Wang, 1994; Winker et al., 2009; Xu 
et al., 2016; Hostetler et al., 2018). Historically, these mul-
tiple disciplines have been studied largely by separate sci-
ence communities leading to separate data products for 
aquatic and atmospheric applications.

This paper summarizes the outcomes of a workshop 
sponsored by SOLAS and the European Space Agency 
(ESA), held in Frascati, Italy, in June 2016 and dedicated to 
bridging gaps between scientists from various disciplines 
of remote sensing, ocean, and atmospheric sciences and 
to identifying innovative synergies between them. The 

invited participants were divided into groups with mixed 
scientific expertise and tasked with brainstorming new 
ways to answer their most persistent and thorny scientific 
questions. The participants focused on two questions that 
are central to the SOLAS program (Brévière, 2016) but that 
have received relatively little attention from the remote 
sensing community to date: (1) to what extent does 
upper-ocean biology affect the composition and radiative 
properties of the marine boundary layer, and (2) to what 
extent does upper-ocean turbulence drive fluxes of mass 
and energy at the air-sea interface. In this paper, we dis-
cuss how current and future remote sensing technologies 
may bring us closer to answering these questions and fac-
ing the challenges that lie ahead of us.

2 To what extent does upper-ocean biology 
affect the composition and radiative properties 
of the marine boundary layer?
2.1 Perspective on the problem
Biological activity in the upper ocean produces a range 
of particles and gases that influence the composition and 
radiative properties of marine boundary layer (MBL) aero-
sols, either by affecting the properties of wind-driven sea 
spray aerosols (primary aerosols) or by producing volatile 
compounds that nucleate into new particles and promote 
their growth (secondary aerosols). Away from continental 
and anthropogenic aerosol sources, marine biogenic aero-
sols can dominate MBL aerosol populations and provide a 
major source of cloud-seeding particles (cloud condensa-
tion nuclei, CCN). Hence, marine biogenic aerosols affect 
the amount of solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface 
by altering aerosol scattering (direct effects) and cloud 
radiative properties (indirect effects) (Twomey, 1974; 
Albrecht, 1989; Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008; Brooks and 
Thornton, 2018).

Early research on the coupling between ocean biology, 
aerosols, and clouds focused mostly on the gas dimethyl-
sulphide (DMS). DMS is produced by marine planktonic 
food webs through the decomposition of dimethylsulpho-
nioproprionate (DMSP), a multifunctional compound pro-
duced by phytoplankton. The so-called CLAW hypothesis 
(Table 1; Charlson et al., 1987) proposed that DMS was 
the dominant source of CCN in the MBL. For a given liquid 
water content, an increase in CCN would result in clouds 
with more droplets of smaller size (smaller cloud droplet 
effective radius, CER) and higher cloud albedo (reflective 
power). The resulting decrease in photosynthetically avail-
able radiation (PAR) and sea surface temperature would 
decrease phytoplankton growth and DMS production. This 
effect would lead to a negative (regulatory) climate feed-
back between phytoplankton activity and cloud albedo. 
This hypothesis sparked a great amount of research across 
the fields of microbiology, oceanography, and atmospheric 
chemistry, advancing knowledge to a level unmatched for 
most biogenic volatile compounds (Simó, 2011; Carpenter 
et al., 2012). Although key aspects of the CLAW hypothesis 
have been challenged (Quinn and Bates, 2011), DMS still 
appears as a major source of CCN over most of the global 
ocean (Quinn et al., 2017), and can modulate the seasonal 
cycles of aerosols and CCN in remote atmospheres (Lana 
et al., 2012; Leaitch et al., 2013).
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Table 1: List of abbreviations and acronyms mentioned in this review. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t1

Abbreviation or 
acronym

Definition Type

3MI Multi-viewing Multi-channel Multi-polarisation Imaging Instrument
(A)ATSR (Advanced) along-track scanning radiometer Instrument
AERONET Aerosol Robotic Network Observation network
AirMSPI Airborne Multiangle Spectro Polarimetric Imager Instrument
AMSR Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer Instrument
AOD Aerosol optical depth (=aerosol optical thickness) Geophysical term
ASCAT Advanced Scatterometer Satellite mission
ATLID Atmospheric Lidar Instrument
AVHRR Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer Instrument
BRDF Bidirectional reflectance distribution function Geophysical term
BPDF Bidirectional polarisation distribution function Geophysical term
CALIOP Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarisation Instrument
CALIPSO Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation Satellite mission
CAPI Cloud and Aerosol Polarimetry Imager Instrument
CATS Cloud/Aerosol Transport System Instrument
CCN Cloud condensation nuclei Geophysical term
CDOM Coloured (or chromophoric) dissolved organic matter Geophysical term
CER Cloud droplet effective radius Geophysical term
CFOSAT China-France Oceanography Satellite Satellite mission
Chl-a Chlorophyll-a Chemical
CLAW Charlson, Lovelock, Andreae, and Warren (hypothesis) Geophysical term
CNES Centre National d’Études Spatiales Organisation
COD Cloud optical depth Geophysical term
COMS Communication, Ocean and Meteorological Satellite (hosting GOCI) Satellite mission
CPR Cloud profiling radar Instrument
DMS Dimethylsulphide Chemical
DMSP Dimethylsulphoniopropionate Chemical
EarthCARE Earth Clouds, Aerosols and Radiation Explorer Satellite mission
ESA European Space Agency Organisation
EUMETSAT European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites Organisation
FAP Functional assemblage of particles Geophysical term
GMI GPM Microwave Imager Instrument
GOCI Geostationary Ocean Colour Imager Instrument
GOES Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite Satellite mission
GPM Global Precipitation Measurement Satellite mission
GRASP Generalised Retrieval of Aerosol and Surface Properties Algorithm
HARP Hyper-Angular Rainbow Polarimeter Instrument
HSRL High spectral resolution lidar Instrument type
IASI Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer Instrument
ICARE Cloud-Aerosol-Water-Radiation Interactions Data server
IOCCG International Ocean Colour Coordinating Group Organisation
JAXA Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency Organisation
LIDAR Light detection and ranging Instrument type
MAN Maritime Aerosol Network Observation network
MBL Marine boundary layer Geophysical term
MERIS Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer Instrument
MetOP Meteorological OPerational Satellite mission

(Contd.)
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Abbreviation or 
acronym

Definition Type

MISR Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer Instrument
MODIS Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer Instrument
MSI MultiSpectral Instrument Instrument
MSG Meteosat Second Generation Satellite mission
MUR Multiscale Ultra-high Resolution Data set
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration Organisation
NIR Near-infrared Geophysical term
NRCS Normalised radar cross section Geophysical term
OLCI Ocean and Land Colour Instrument Instrument
OLI Operational Land Imager Instrument
OLS Operational Linescan System Instrument
OPAC Optical Properties of Aerosols and Clouds Database
PACE Plankton, Aerosols, Clouds, and ocean Ecosystems Satellite mission
PAR Photosynthetically available radiation Geophysical term
PARASOL Polarisation and Anisotropy of Reflectances for Atmospheric Sciences coupled 

with Observations from a Lidar
Satellite mission

PFT Phytoplankton functional types Geophysical term
POC Particulate organic carbon Geophysical term
POLAC Polarised Atmospheric Correction Algorithm
POLDER Polarisation and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectance Instrument
QuikSCAT Quick Scatterometer Satellite mission
RADARSAT Radar satellite Satellite mission
RGB Red-green-blue Image term
RSP Research Scanning Polarimeter Instrument
SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar Instrument type
SARAL-AltiKa French-Indian Oceanography Mission Satellite mission
SGLI Second Generation Global Imager Instrument
SeaWiFS Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor Instrument
SEM Small eddy model Model
SEVIRI Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager Instrument
SLSTR Sea and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer Instrument
SMAP Soil Moisture Active/Passive Satellite mission
SMOS Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity Satellite mission
SNAP Sentinel Application Platform Software
SOLAS Surface Ocean-Lower Atmosphere Study Project
SPEX Spectropolarimeter for Planetary Exploration Instrument
SSA Single scattering albedo Geophysical term
SSM/I Special Sensor Microwave/Imager Instrument
SSS Sea surface salinity Geophysical term
SST Sea surface temperature Geophysical term
SRAL SAR radar altimeter Instrument
SWIR Shortwave infrared Geophysical term
TMI TRMM Microwave Imager Instrument
TRMM Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission Satellite mission
TIRS Thermal Infrared Sensor Instrument
UV Ultraviolet (radiation) Geophysical term
VIIRS Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite Instrument
VIS Visible (radiation) Geophysical term
Windsat Windsat Polarimetric Radiometer Instrument
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More recently, attention has spread to a wider range 
of biogenic secondary aerosol precursor gases includ-
ing amines and a variety of hydrocarbons (Simó, 2011; 
Carpenter et al., 2012; Mungall et al., 2017) as well as 
oxidant precursors such as the halocarbons (von Glasow 
and Crutzen, 2004; Saiz-Lopez et al., 2007). While sulphu-
ric acid derived from the oxidation of atmospheric DMS is 
an important driver of nucleation, other substances such 
as ammonia, amines, hydrocarbons and ions also appear 
to play a critical role and are progressively being incorpo-
rated into atmospheric chemistry and nucleation models. 
Through different mechanisms, these compounds can sta-
bilise sulphuric acid nanoclusters and thus enhance nucle-
ation rates (Kulmala et al., 2013; Lehtipalo et al., 2016); 
they can also promote the growth of newly formed parti-
cles to sizes large enough to act as CCN (Willis et al., 2016; 
Collins et al., 2017; Dall’Osto et al., 2017). Despite rapid 
progress, several unknowns remain regarding sources and 
sinks of secondary aerosol precursors in the marine tropo-
sphere: for example, the biogeochemical production path-
ways of gaseous aerosol precursors, the magnitude and 
the sign of their net sea-air fluxes (Simó, 2011; Carpenter 
et al., 2012a), the prevalence of MBL nucleation compared 
to aerosol entrainment from the free troposphere (Burkart 
et al., 2017; Dall’Osto et al., 2017; Quinn et al., 2017), and 
the compounds driving aerosol growth (Willis et al., 2016; 
Dall’Osto et al., 2017; Mungall et al., 2017).

The effects of biological activity on primary marine 
aerosols have also received considerable attention, with 
several studies indicating that organic compounds emit-
ted directly as particulates into the atmosphere might rep-
resent a sizable biogenic contribution to CCN (O’Dowd et 
al., 2004; Sellegri et al., 2006; Keene et al., 2007) and ice 
nuclei (Wilson et al., 2015). Primary aerosols are produced 
mainly through bubble bursting, which ejects into the 
atmosphere hydrophobic organic substances (surfactants) 
that are enriched in the sea surface microlayer, in bubble 
films, and in foams. Experimental bubbling studies have 
established that primary aerosol production rates, size 
distributions, and organic enrichments depend on bub-
ble formation rates, size, and lifetime, which interact in 
complex ways with the physicochemical properties of sea-
water, such as surfactant concentration and temperature 
(Sellegri et al., 2006; Keene et al., 2007). Whereas a first-
order relationship between wind-generated wave breaking 
and primary aerosol emission is expected, the relationship 
between phytoplankton bloom dynamics, the composi-
tion of sea-spray aerosols and their CCN-forming activity 
remains highly controversial.

For example, O’Dowd et al. (2015) showed that the com-
position of sea spray aerosols in the clean subpolar marine 
air over the Northeast Atlantic Ocean exhibits strong sea-
sonal variability, with maximum organic enrichment dur-
ing demise of the phytoplankton bloom. This enrichment 
was attributed to the massive release of fresh organic mat-
ter caused by viral lysis, bacterial activity and grazing pro-
cesses in the surface ocean. On the other hand, Quinn et 
al. (2014) did not observe changes in CCN-forming activity 
of sea spray aerosol as a function of phytoplankton pro-
ductivity, and attributed the organic matter enrichment of 

nascent aerosols to the large reservoir of aged organic car-
bon constantly found in surface seawater (see also Kieber 
et al., 2016). Collins et al. (2016), who analysed the CCN 
activity of sea spray derived from laboratory phytoplank-
ton blooms, also failed to observe significant changes 
across a wide range of bloom stages with different abun-
dances of phytoplankton, bacteria and viruses. Indeed, 
attempts to synthesize these opposing views using meas-
urements (Ceburnis et al., 2016) or modelling (Burrows et 
al., 2014) need to invoke two or more organic matter pools 
with different composition and turnover times.

The contribution of sea spray aerosols to the CCN popu-
lation was recently quantified by Quinn et al. (2017). By 
reanalysing a large historical dataset, they estimated that 
primary aerosols contribute less than 30% of the CCN over 
most of the global ocean, with higher values found only 
in the windy Southern Ocean. As their estimates combine 
primary organic and sea-salt aerosol, they set an upper 
bound for the biogenic (primary organic) contribution.

Biogenic effects on the properties of primary and sec-
ondary marine aerosols are expected to correlate with 
phytoplankton biomass because phytoplankton are 
the base of the oceanic food web and the production of 
organic matter. Consequently, remote sensing studies 
aimed at relating aerosol properties and biological activity 
commonly use satellite-retrieved chlorophyll-a concen-
tration (Chl-a) at the sea surface as an indirect proxy for 
biogenic aerosol precursors. Here we distinguish between 
three groups of studies depending on the strategies used 
and the spatiotemporal scales addressed.

The first group includes regional-scale studies attempt-
ing to infer the source regions and atmospheric processing 
of aerosols measured in situ at coastal stations or on ocean-
ographic cruises (“top-down” approach). These studies 
typically combine air mass back-trajectories derived from 
meteorological reanalysis with satellite-retrieved variables 
such as Chl-a concentration (Arnold et al., 2010; Park et 
al., 2013) and/or other derived quantities such as net pri-
mary production (O’Dowd et al., 2015; Becagli et al., 2016) 
or total DMSP concentration (Heintzenberg et al., 2017).

The second group of studies aims to predict sea surface 
concentrations of aerosol precursors from remote sensing 
data to subsequently estimate regional or global gas emis-
sion fluxes, which can be used as input to chemical trans-
port and Earth system models (“bottom-up” approach). 
These approaches generally combine Chl-a concentration 
with geophysical variables (mixed layer depth, irradiance, 
sea surface temperature) and, less commonly, with esti-
mates of phytoplankton functional types or size classes. 
Such empirical approaches have been proposed to esti-
mate sea surface concentrations of DMS (see intercom-
parisons in Tesdal et al., 2016; Galí et al., 2018), its algal 
precursor DMSP (Galí et al., 2015), and hydrocarbons such 
as isoprene (Arnold et al., 2009; Ooki et al., 2015).

The third group includes studies that exploit simulta-
neous satellite observations of the surface ocean biota 
and the lower troposphere, including aerosols and cloud 
microphysics. With this approach, Vallina et al. (2006) 
and Meskhidze and Nenes (2006) revealed that CCN and 
CER correlated positively and negatively, respectively, with 
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Chl-a over the pristine Southern Ocean, postulating that 
this pattern is controlled by gaseous aerosol precursors. 
With the increasing awareness of the climatic role played 
by primary marine aerosols (Quinn and Bates, 2011), recent 
studies have tried to untangle the contribution of DMS, 
other secondary aerosol precursors, primary organic aero-
sols, and sea salt to cloud microphysical properties over 
the seasonal cycle (Lana et al., 2012; McCoy et al., 2015).

The outcomes of these different approaches can be sum-
marized in two main points. First, that studying ocean-
aerosol interactions with remote sensing data remains 
challenging. Large uncertainties arise from the use of 
empirical models and indirect proxy variables (e.g., Chl-a, 
coloured dissolved organic matter, CDOM) to estimate 
marine emissions, and are intertwined with atmospheric 
transport. Second, that despite large uncertainties, bio-
genic aerosol sources, CCN numbers and CER show robust 
relationships in pristine oceanic regions. For example, 
CCN (CER) over the Southern Ocean is maximal (minimal) 
during the productive summer season, when wind-driven 
sea-salt aerosol is at its minimum. Overall, these findings 
lend credit to hypothesized plankton-climate feedbacks 
(Charlson et al., 1987), though through complex and 
unforeseen mechanisms (Quinn and Bates, 2011).

How and to what extent upper-ocean biological activity 
affects the properties of MBL aerosols remains a subject of 
ongoing research and debate. There is currently no con-
sensus on the effect of marine phytoplankton and organic 

matter on the number, size, and composition of aerosols 
in the MBL. By allowing long-term synoptic observations 
of ocean and atmosphere, satellite remote sensing pro-
vides a powerful tool for addressing this question, and for 
quantifying the linkage between biological activity in the 
ocean and properties of MBL aerosols. In what follows, 
we discuss how current and planned satellite missions 
of ocean colour, lidar, polarimetry, and other ocean and 
atmosphere sensing technologies may help advance stud-
ies on the coupling between the characteristics of surface 
ocean biology and the composition and radiative proper-
ties of the MBL.

2.2 Remote sensing of upper-ocean biology
2.2.1 Ocean colour radiometry
Studies linking ocean biology to clouds have used satellite 
observations of ocean colour primarily to derive proxies 
for phytoplankton biomass (concentration of the phyto-
plankton pigment Chl-a or phytoplankton carbon con-
centration). However, since the early 2000’s the available 
ocean colour satellite products have boomed (Table 2) 
and now, for example, include indicators of phytoplank-
ton functional groups (IOCCG, 2014; Bracher et al., 2017), 
phytoplankton size classes (Ciotti and Bricaud, 2006), and 
particle size distribution (Kostadinov et al., 2016), as well 
as phytoplankton carbon (Martinez-Vicente et al., 2013; 
Graff et al., 2015). Many of these new approaches, how-
ever, have not been appropriately validated on the scale 

Table 2: Characteristics of upper-ocean biology that can be derived from current multispectral and planned  hyperspectral 
ocean colour remote sensing missions. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t2

Upper-ocean biology 
characteristic

Current multispectral ocean colour satellite 
radiometers 

Future hyperspectral ocean colour satellite 
radiometers 

Phytoplankton biomass Concentration of Chl-a (non-calcifying 
 phytoplankton) and calcite (coccolithophores); 
phytoplankton carbon concentration

Contributions of phytoplankton functional 
types (PFT) or size classes to total  phytoplankton 
 biomass; better separation of Chl-a from 
 interference by CDOM

Phytoplankton 
 composition and 
 succession

Differentiation among limited number of broad 
phytoplankton groups (coccolithophores, diatoms, 
cyanobacteria)

Differentiation among larger number of PFT and 
phytoplankton size classes

Phytoplankton bloom 
phenology and bloom 
state

Bloom onset, peak date, decline, and duration 
from time series of phytoplankton abundance at 
daily resolution

PFT-specific bloom onset, peak date, decline, 
and duration from time series of phytoplankton 
 abundance at daily resolution, concentration 
of Chl-a breakdown product (phaeophytin), 
 properties of detrital material

Organic carbon pool Concentrations of particulate organic carbon 
(POC), and absorption coefficients of CDOM and 
non-algal particles

Concentration and PFT-specific nature of POC, 
and CDOM concentration and composition

Particle size 
 distribution

Slope of particle size distribution from light 
 backscattering coefficient

Slope of particle size distribution from light 
 backscattering coefficient with better accuracy

Bacterial biomass Directly: Cyanobacteria; indirectly: using SST, 
CDOM, PAR, and Chl-a 

Potential to differentiate microbes with specific 
spectral absorption signatures

Phytoplankton (photo)
physiology

Ratio of Chl-a to phytoplankton carbon at given 
growth irradiance,
nutrient limitation diagnosed from solar-stimu-
lated fluorescence yields 

Concentration of Chl-a breakdown products 
(phaeophytin, phaeophorbide), improved 
 estimation of Chl-a to phytoplankton carbon

Ecological regime or 
structure

Limited differentiation among functional assem-
blages of suspended particles (FAP)

Differentiation among FAP

https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t2
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for which their products are being produced (e.g., daily 
and global); such validation of these new ocean colour 
satellite products is needed urgently. The capability to 
resolve phytoplankton functional groups, size classes or 
even particular species from space would significantly 
advance ocean-atmosphere interaction research because 
the production of aerosol precursors depends on the taxo-
nomic composition of the phytoplankton assemblage 
(e.g., Le Quéré et al., 2005).

New and exciting possibilities are expected from 
planned ocean colour satellite missions with improved 
spectral resolution (Table 2) from multispectral to  
hyperspectral sensors, which are planned for launch in 
the next decade by various space agencies, including 
NASA’s PACE. To date, optical differentiation among 
only a few phytoplankton functional types (PFT) in open 
ocean waters has been achieved using multispectral 
ocean colour data and with limited accuracy (Alvain et 
al., 2005; Bricaud et al., 2012). It is expected that hyper-
spectral ocean colour satellite sensors will substantially 
improve PFT identification (IOCCG, 2014; Bracher et al., 
2017) and may even allow identification of individual 
species or genera such as Phaeocystis spp. (Lubac et al., 
2008), an important DMS producer.

Inverse optical models allow us to extract the spectral 
light absorption and backscattering coefficients of sea-
water from ocean colour satellite radiance measurements 
(Lee et al., 2002; Maritorena et al., 2002; IOCCG, 2006). 
The shape of the phytoplankton absorption spectrum is 
controlled primarily by the concentration of various phy-
toplankton pigments, which may provide information on 
community structure (Morel and Bricaud, 1981; Bricaud et 
al., 2004; Ciotti and Bricaud, 2006). Physiological aspects 
of phytoplankton have been diagnosed with measure-
ments of chlorophyll fluorescence from space (Behrenfeld 
et al., 2009). In addition, certain pigments like pheophor-
bide a and pheophytin a have been shown to be the main 
degradation products of Chl-a during phytoplankton 
senescence (Spooner et al., 1994) and grazing (see cita-
tions in Carpenter et al., 1986) and may provide, under 
certain conditions, a means to detect grazing optically. 
Thus, future hyperspectral space missions will be pro-
viding spectral information that may enable retrieval of 
information on taxonomic composition, PFT, and phyto-
plankton physiology and degradation.

Even though phytoplankton is an important deter-
minant of optical variability in the open ocean and the 
primary source of organic material, other seawater con-
stituents such as CDOM and non-algal particulate matter 
(detritus, bacteria, and viruses) also contribute to opti-
cal variability and represent essential components of 
the marine food web that may be of interest to studies 
of ocean biology-atmosphere interactions. The spectral 
shape of light absorption by non-algal particles is com-
monly modelled as an exponentially decreasing function 
of wavelength, and its slope is thought to depend on the 
composition of the non-algal matter (Babin and Stramski, 
2002; Estapa et al., 2012). The same is true for CDOM 
(Carder et al., 1989). Simplifying assumptions on the 
spectral shape of CDOM and detrital matter absorption, 

on one hand, and phytoplankton absorption, on the 
other, enabled the development of inversion models that 
can partition absorption into its main algal and non-algal 
components. Semi- and quasi-analytical approaches pio-
neered by several groups (Roesler and Perry, 1995; Garver 
and Siegel, 1997; Lee et al., 2002; Maritorena et al., 2002) 
continue to be improved (Werdell et al., 2013; Zheng 
and Stramski, 2013; see review by Werdell et al., 2018). 
Separating absorption by CDOM from absorption by non-
algal particles is, however, challenging (Siegel et al., 2005). 
Some recent works have presented potential approaches 
to separate these terms and even estimate the pool of bulk 
dissolved organic carbon (DOC) from CDOM in coastal 
regions (Matsuoka et al., 2013; Loisel et al., 2014), but 
such efforts remain challenging in the open ocean.

Future ocean colour missions, such as the hyperspectral 
PACE mission, will extend into UV wavelengths, which is 
expected to improve retrieval of CDOM (separately from 
non-algal particles) and its spectral slope from ocean 
colour reflectance. This improvement will facilitate the 
retrieval of DOC concentrations (Vantrepotte et al., 2015) 
and perhaps a rough estimation of bulk organic chemical 
properties. Because CDOM accumulates in surface waters 
throughout the growth season, it may be a good indica-
tor of phytoplankton bloom state in waters outside the 
influence of rivers or upwelling. Being able to link tempo-
ral changes in CDOM with changes in DOC concentration 
would be useful, but important sources of uncertainty 
must be overcome: the absolute value of CDOM is gen-
erally not well correlated with DOC concentration in the 
open ocean (Nelson and Siegel, 2013), except in the Arctic 
Ocean (Matsuoka et al., 2017); and CDOM also reflects 
seasonal photo-bleaching (Vodacek et al., 1997) and ver-
tical and horizontal mixing and deep water upwelling 
(Nelson and Siegel, 2013). Thus, further work is needed to 
link CDOM optical signatures to its sources and chemical 
properties.

The coefficient for light backscattering by particles, 
which is simultaneously derived with light absorption 
from ocean colour semi-analytical models, can be used 
to estimate particle concentration (Neukermans, Loisel, 
et al., 2012b) and phytoplankton carbon concentration 
(Martinez-Vicente et al., 2013; Graff et al., 2015). The 
wavelength dependency of light backscattering by par-
ticles, which can also be obtained from ocean colour 
remote sensing (Loisel et al., 2006), is commonly mod-
elled as a power law function (Gordon and Morel 1983), 
which, according to Mie scattering theory, steepens with 
increasing slope of the particle size distribution (Gordon 
and Morel, 1983; Kostadinov et al., 2009). Some field and 
laboratory observations have provided general support for 
a relationship between the spectral shape of light back-
scattering by particles and their size distribution (Loisel 
et al., 2006; Stramski et al., 2008; Slade and Boss, 2015), 
whereas no observational support was obtained in other 
field studies (Reynolds et al., 2016). These discrepan-
cies between optical theory and observations likely arise 
from the neglect of absorption effects on scattering and 
from the traditional use of Mie scattering theory which 
assumes sphericity and homogeneity of the in-water 
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particles. This problem is particularly relevant for light 
scattering in the back direction (e.g., Harmel et al., 2016). 
Scientific advances in optical modelling and experimen-
tal understanding of the backscattering properties of in-
water particles are needed to establish such relationships. 
For example, recent studies (Zhai et al., 2013; Fournier 
and Neukermans, 2017; Neukermans and Fournier, 2018) 
provided an analytical model for light backscattering from 
populations of Emiliania huxleyi, the most ubiquitous spe-
cies of coccolithophores (calcifying phytoplankton).

New connections between hyperspectral optical proper-
ties of marine particles and biogeochemistry are emerg-
ing. Neukermans et al. (2016) demonstrated the feasibility 
of identifying functional assemblages of particles (FAP), a 
concept which accounts for the coexistence of algal and 
non-algal particles, from hyperspectral optical proper-
ties. This concept goes beyond PFT by including non-algal 
material (e.g., detritus), which also contributes to opti-
cal variability and represents an essential component of 
marine ecosystem and biogeochemical models (Fasham et 
al., 1990; Dunne et al., 2005). For example, waters char-
acterized by the same PFT but with increasing contribu-
tions of detrital material may reflect progressive stages of 
a phytoplankton bloom (Neukermans et al., 2014). FAP 
detection from hyperspectral sensors is thus expected to 
provide detailed information on the ecological condition 
of ocean waters, which may impact the oceanic source of 
primary and secondary aerosols (e.g., O’Dowd et al., 2015).

Some marine bacteria, such as the photosynthesizing 
cyanobacterium Trichodesmium, have unique optical prop-
erties that enable their detection from ocean colour satel-
lite remote sensing, as reviewed by McKinna (2015). Other 
(non-photosynthesizing) bacteria, such as Vibrio harveyi, 
are bioluminescent and can cause nocturnal “milky seas”, 
where the surface of the sea produces an intense, uni-
form, sustained glow at night. Miller et al. (2005) showed 
that this phenomenon was observable from space under 
lunar illumination conditions with the highly sensitive 
OLS of the US Defense Meteorological Satellite Program, 
suggesting a promising avenue to detect milky seas and 
other bioluminescent organisms from space. The OLS, 
however, stopped operating in 1996, and, to the best of 
our knowledge, no such highly sensitive sensors are cur-
rently operational nor planned by the various space agen-
cies. The VIIRS on board the Joint Polar Satellite System 
has a day-night band with a dynamic sensitivity range that 
may enable such applications, but its suitability for detect-
ing bacterial bioluminescence remains to be investigated. 
Indirect approaches to estimate bacterial activity using 
remote sensing data are reviewed by Grimes et al. (2014).

Other technological advances in radiometric ocean col-
our remote sensing, besides increased spectral resolution, 
include increased acquisition frequency and spatial resolu-
tion. Indeed, the first ocean colour satellite in geostation-
ary orbit, the Korean GOCI (Kim et al., 2012), was launched 
in 2010 and provides hourly imagery for the Yellow Sea, 
a significant improvement from the daily imagery typi-
cally available from polar-orbiting ocean colour sensors. 
Such improved temporal resolution increases data avail-
ability in cloudy regions and, in cloud-free conditions, 

allows the study of processes with sub-diurnal variability, 
such as vertical migration or photo-acclimation (O’Malley 
et al., 2014), or tidal variability of suspended sediments, 
turbidity and light attenuation in coastal waters (Choi 
et al., 2012; Neukermans et al., 2012a; Ruddick et al., 
2012). Ocean colour sensors with improved spatial reso-
lution on the order of < 100 m could also enable studies 
of ocean-atmosphere interactions at finer scales, such as 
in mesoscale eddies and thin foams produced by phyto-
planktonic DMS producers (see Figure 2 for an example 
of a Phaeocystis globosa bloom observed by the sun-syn-
chronous Sentinel 2A-MSI). Such improvements in spatial 
and temporal resolution may help to better match the 
exact location, timing, and strength of phytoplankton 
blooms, which can improve the correlation between the 
presence of oceanic phytoplankton and cloud properties, 
as previously suggested by McCoy et al. (2015).

2.2.2 Polarimetric remote sensing
Polarimeter instruments measure the polarization of light 
(i.e., the wave properties of electromagnetic radiation) in 
addition to the intensity of light (i.e., the energy of elec-
tromagnetic radiation) measured by photometer instru-
ments. Compared to light intensity, light polarization is 
more sensitive to variations in the scattering angle caused 

Figure 2: Fine-scale features of a coastal phytoplank-
ton bloom. (a) Sentinel 2A/MSI RGB composite of 
the  Belgian coastal zone on 1 May 2016 (10:53UTC) 
indicating fine-scale features in ocean colour satellite 
imagery, such as foam produced by Phaeocystis globosa, 
and (b) near infrared image of the same scene. Satellite 
image suggested by Q.  Vanhellemont. DOI: https://doi.
org/10.1525/elementa.331.f2
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by particles, and less affected by multiple scattering 
events. Thus, polarization is more sensitive to, and easier 
to correlate with, particle microphysics (i.e., size, shape, 
and composition). Nevertheless, existing satellite polarim-
eters rarely have been used to retrieve information about 
particles suspended in oceans (with the exception of few 
studies: Loisel et al., 2008; Harmel, 2016), largely because 
the satellite instruments providing these observations, 
i.e., POLDER, were designed to characterize the radiative 
properties of clouds and aerosols but not the ones of the 
ocean (Deschamps et al., 1994). Consequently, pixel sizes 
are rather large (≥6 km), the number of polarised wave-
length bands (443/490 nm, 670 nm and 865 nm) is lim-
ited, and the radiometric dynamic range is not optimally 
suited for ocean colour retrievals. Nevertheless,  Loisel 
et al. (2008) provided a proof-of-concept study for the 
retrieval of suspended particle composition from POLDER 
data in highly scattering waters where the polarised light 
signal was sufficiently strong. Furthermore, theoretical 
computations (Chowdhary et al., 2006; Chami and McKee, 
2007; Chami and Platel, 2007), laboratory measurements 
(Voss and Fry, 1984; Quinby-Hunt et al., 1989), and field 
measurements (Tonizzo et al., 2011; Ibrahim et al., 2016) 
show that the polarisation of the in-water light field is 
sensitive to the shape, size, and composition of suspended 
marine particles. On the other hand, the polarimetric and 
multidirectional characteristics of the third POLDER sen-
sor on-board the PARASOL satellite were shown to signifi-
cantly improve the accuracy of the atmospheric correc-
tion process (Harmel and Chami, 2008, 2011) and to be 

a practical means to correct for sun-glint contamination 
(Harmel and Chami, 2013). Other proposed ocean appli-
cations of POLDER data involve using one of the polarisa-
tion components measured by POLDER to limit the sun-
glint contamination (He et al., 2015) and to increase the 
ocean signal contribution to space-borne observations 
(Liu et al., 2017).

2.2.3 Lidar remote sensing
While aircraft-based lidars have provided relevant ocean 
measurements for decades (see Churnside et al., 2013, 
Hostetler et al., 2018, and references therein), the power 
of satellite lidar for ocean biology measurements has 
been demonstrated only recently (Behrenfeld et al., 2013, 
2017; Churnside et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2014). These stud-
ies involved analysis of data from the CALIOP instrument 
on the CALIPSO platform (Table 1; Winker et al., 2009). 
Although CALIOP was designed for atmospheric measure-
ments of clouds and aerosols, its 532-nm channels are 
also sensitive to ocean backscatter. The relatively coarse 
vertical resolution of CALIOP (30 m in the atmosphere and 
23 m in the ocean) and poor detector transient response 
make vertically resolved ocean retrievals challenging. 
However, significant scientific impacts have been real-
ized using vertically integrated CALIOP subsurface ocean 
data. Behrenfeld et al. (2013) used CALIOP data to retrieve 
particulate backscattering coefficient (bbp) for the global 
oceans and, employing published relationships based on 
bbp, estimated particulate organic carbon (POC) and phyto-
plankton biomass (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Retrieval of sea surface particulate backscatter coefficient and particulate organic carbon with 
satellite-borne lidar. Left: seasonal average bbp retrieved from CALIOP space-borne lidar data for June–August (a) 
and December–February (b). Note that the lidar provides measurements for wintertime high-latitude regions that 
are beyond the capability of satellite ocean colour due to low sun angles. Right: Annual average POC estimated from 
CALIOP bbp (c), which shows good agreement with MODIS POC retrieved using a wave band algorithm (d). Data in 
each panel are from the 2006–2012 period and have been averaged to 2°latitude × 2°longitude pixels. Figures from 
Behrenfeld et al. (2013). DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.f3
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CALIOP data are particularly valuable in the polar 
oceans where the ocean colour record is incomplete from 
the late fall through the winter due to low sun angles. 
Supplying its own light source, CALIOP has provided an 
uninterrupted record of plankton stocks for the ice-free 
portions of the polar oceans. Behrenfeld et al. (2017) used 
a decade of monthly-resolved CALIOP data to demonstrate 
fundamental processes governing the balance between 
phytoplankton division and loss rates, thereby advancing 
a new and evolving understanding of plankton blooms 
(Behrenfeld, 2010; Behrenfeld and Boss, 2018). An addi-
tional finding was that interannual anomalies in northern 
and southern polar-zone plankton stocks were of similar 
magnitude but driven by different processes. Specifically, 
ecological factors dominated interannual changes in the 
northern polar zone, while variations in plankton stocks of 
the southern polar zone predominately reflected changes 
in ice-free area.

While the atmosphere-focused CALIOP instrument 
provides scientifically valuable ocean data products, it 
has exceeded its 3-year design lifetime by over 9 years. 
Significant advances in science capability are envisioned 
for a follow-on satellite lidar optimised for ocean as well 
as atmospheric measurements (Hostetler et al., 2018). 
One major advance would be to have higher vertical 
resolution. Lidar signals attenuate rapidly with depth, 
for instance, by a factor of 400 at three optical depths, 
beyond which the lidar signal is generally not useable due 
to low signal-to-noise. At CALIOP’s 532-nm wavelength, 
this three-optical-depth limit corresponds to about 50 m 
in geometric depth in the clearest waters and much less in 
more turbid waters, which leaves only one or two useable 
points in the 23-m resolution CALIOP profile. In future 
space-borne lidars, vertical resolutions of less than 3 m 
are easily achievable, and would enable true profiling of 
vertical structure in backscatter to three optical depths. 
Such profiling would represent a significant advantage 

over passive radiometric measurements, for which the 
measured signals are weighted exponentially toward the 
ocean surface (with 92% of the signal coming from the 
first optical depth). Vertically resolved lidar data of phyto-
plankton biomass, for instance, will reduce errors in esti-
mates of net primary productivity that result from using 
surface-weighted retrievals to represent ocean properties 
at greater depths (Platt and Sathyendranath, 1988; Zhai et 
al., 2012; Hill et al., 2013; Schulien et al., 2017).

Further major advances are expected from a 
 high-spectral-resolution-lidar (HSRL) instrument, sum-
marized in Table 3. The standard elastic backscatter lidar 
technique used for CALIOP data requires assumptions on 
the change of attenuation with depth and to single out 
the backscatter from particles from the backscatter of sea-
water molecules. These assumptions can introduce large 
errors. By adding one or more channels in the receiver to 
resolve the optical signal spectrally, the HSRL technique 
enables independent and accurate retrieval of particu-
late backscatter and attenuation coefficients. The HSRL 
technique has been used for decades for aerosol measure-
ments (Shipley et al., 1983; Piironen and Eloranta, 1994; 
Esselborn et al., 2008; Hair et al., 2008), and more recently 
to retrieve ocean particulate backscatter and the diffuse 
attenuation coefficient (Hair et al., 2016; Schulien et al., 
2017). Figure 4 shows coincident atmosphere and ocean 
measurements made at 532 nm with an airborne HSRL. 
A future space-borne 532-nm HSRL with high-vertical-
resolution capability would enable vertically resolved esti-
mates of phytoplankton biomass, POC, and net primary 
productivity. Adding HSRL capability at 355 nm in addi-
tion to that at 532 would allow independent estimates of 
algal and CDOM absorption and information on the slope 
of the particle size distribution.

A further promising direction for application of space-
borne lidar is the retrieval of the fluorescence signa-
ture of Chl-a and CDOM, which would allow studies of 

Table 3: Characteristics of upper-ocean biology that can be derived from current and potential future satellite lidar 
missions. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t3

Upper-ocean biology 
characteristic

Current satellite lidar:  
CALIOP on CALIPSO

Future satellite lidar:  
ocean-optimised

Phytoplankton 
 biomass

Surface-weighted values consistent 
with weighting of passive ocean colour 
estimates

Vertically resolved profiles to ~ three optical depths; 
separate estimates of pigment absorption and CDOM 
(with addition of 355-nm measurements)

Phytoplankton compo-
sition and succession

Not available Potential for crude PFT discrimination from 
 depolarisation and wavelength dependence of backscatter

Phytoplankton bloom 
phenology and bloom 
state

Biomass retrieval under conditions impossible 
for ocean colour: high-latitude winter, night, 
through aerosol and optically thin clouds, 
between clouds in broken cloud systems, and 
in the proximity of ice; ~ monthly resolution

Same plus vertically resolved profile of  phytoplankton 
abundance to ~ three optical depths

Organic carbon pool Surface-weighted estimates of POC Vertically resolved estimates of POC and CDOM.

Particle size 
 distribution

Not available Slope of particle size distribution from particle 
 backscatter at two wavelengths

Phytoplankton 
 physiology

Not available Nutrient and radiative stress from day-night 
 comparisons of Chl-a fluorescence
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Figure 4: Aerosol and ocean parameters retrieved from NASA airborne high-spectral-resolution-lidar (HSRL-1), 
highlighting vertical and horizontal variability. Data acquired on the North Atlantic Aerosol and Marine Ecosys-
tems Study off the East Coast of North America in May 2016. In the atmosphere, the HSRL technique enables inde-
pendent retrieval of aerosol backscatter (a) and extinction (b), and the ability to infer aerosol type (c). In the ocean, 
the technique enables independent retrieval of particulate backscatter (d) and diffuse attenuation  coefficients (e) 
regardless of aerosol conditions, including, in this case, an optically thick layer of smoke from forest fires in Canada, 
as indicated in the aerosol backscatter and extinction coefficients (a and b) and aerosol type mask (c). DOI: https://
doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.f4
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phytoplankton physiology and a better separation of the 
different pools of organic carbon in the upper ocean. 
Laser-excited fluorescence of both Chl-a and dissolved 
organic matter have already been shown to be measurable 
by airborne lidar instruments in both coastal and open-
sea waters (Hoge et al., 1993).

Overall, lidar is a natural complement to passive radio-
metric remote sensing. While lidar lacks the swath, it has 
many sampling advantages over passive remote sensing 
techniques. Lidar can provide measurements at any solar 
angle (even at night), enabling sensing during all seasons 
at high latitudes, which are very challenging with pas-
sive radiometric remote sensing due to cloudiness and 
low sun elevation. An ocean-optimised HSRL can provide 
measurements through aerosol layers of any type (absorb-
ing, as well as non-absorbing) and through optically thin 
clouds. Lidar’s small footprint (e.g., 90 m for CALIOP) ena-
bles measurements in gaps between clouds, regardless of 
cloud shadowing or adjacency effects that can contami-
nate passive retrievals. As shown with CALIOP (Behrenfeld 
et al., 2017), these sampling advantages provide annual 
coverage comparable to MODIS at high latitudes, despite 
its small footprint. Furthermore, with the addition of high 
vertical resolution capability, a future lidar would enable 
the first global three-dimensional view of the ocean sur-
face layer. For more detail on lidar ocean remote sensing, 
past, present, and future, see Hostetler et al. (2018).

2.3 Remote sensing of the lower atmosphere
2.3.1 Passive radiometric remote sensing
As noted in the Introduction, one discipline’s signal is 
another’s noise. Passive satellite instruments used for 
ocean colour radiance retrieval perform an ‘atmospheric 
correction’ for cloud-free pixels, to remove the atmos-
pheric radiance from the total signal measured by the sat-
ellite sensor and obtain the spectrum of the visible (VIS) 
water-leaving radiance. Over clear waters, this atmospheric 
contribution is typically about 90% of the total signal in 
the VIS, due to interaction with aerosols and air molecules 
(Gordon, 1997). A common assumption (e.g., Gordon and 
Wang, 1994) is that seawater completely absorbs in the 
near-infrared (NIR) part of the spectrum, such that a pair 
of spectral bands can be used to infer information on 
aerosol type, aerosol optical depth (AOD), and Angström 
exponent (α) (Ahmad et al., 2010). This information is 
then used to remove the aerosol contribution from the 
signal in the VIS. In waters with highly scattering particles 
(e.g., inorganic sediments and floating algae), such as in 
some coastal areas, this assumption becomes invalid, and 
more sophisticated schemes have been developed to esti-
mate aerosol optical properties in the VIS (Ruddick et al., 
2000; Wang and Shi, 2007; Bailey et al., 2010). While AOD 
estimated from these approaches has been validated (e.g., 
Mélin et al., 2010), resulting in high-quality retrievals of 
ocean colour parameters on the global average, the neces-
sity of extrapolating NIR aerosol properties to the VIS 
induces aerosol loading-dependent and type-dependent 
biases in the retrieved AOD (Kahn et al., 2016). Addition-
ally, these algorithms are typically applied only for low- 
and non-absorbing AOD scenes, so that correction for 

thick dust or smoke plumes, for example, is more difficult 
and typically not performed in standard data products.

On the other hand, dedicated AOD retrieval algorithms 
have been developed to accurately retrieve aerosol loading 
(amount and type), but they make simplifying assumptions 
about the signal coming from the ocean. Such algorithms 
typically pair VIS and NIR measurements in the retrieval 
process, omitting shorter blue-wavelength bands where 
the ocean colour signal is more variable. Turbid or shal-
low water pixels are also often identified and removed for 
similar reasons. One exception is described in Limbacher 
and Kahn (2017), although this work was performed for 
the comparatively narrow MISR swath and still requires 
significant assumptions about ocean optics. While ocean 
colour retrieval algorithms are often run at full instru-
mental resolution to resolve small-scale ocean features, 
dedicated AOD algorithms are typically produced at scales 
of several to tens of kilometres for reasons of computa-
tional efficiency and noise reduction, and because aerosol 
features typically vary on longer spatial scales (Anderson 
et al., 2003).

Single-view sensors (i.e., sensors that view each pixel 
from a single angle) on polar-orbiting platforms, such as 
AVHRR, MERIS, MODIS, SeaWiFS, and VIIRS, have broad 
swaths and can provide AOD retrievals typically once per 
day in cloud-free conditions and away from sun glint. 
Regardless of sensor, most of these algorithms perform 
a multispectral inversion from multiple bands in the 
VIS and NIR spectral regions, to obtain mid-visible AOD 
and some weighting between different aerosol modes 
(Tanré et al., 1997; Ignatov et al., 2004; Sayer et al., 2012). 
Similar sensor types on geostationary platforms, such as 
SEVIRI and GOCI, have also been used for AOD retrieval 
from this type of algorithm as their more frequent repeat 
cycle increases data set coverage (De Paepe et al., 2008). 
Although older geostationary imagers were typically less 
capable than polar-orbiting imagers for aerosol retrieval, 
the Flexible Combined Imager (FCI) on the Meteosat Third 
Generation Platform (planned for launch in 2020) and the 
recently launched Himawari-8, COMS/GOCI, and GOES-16 
have enhanced the capabilities (spectral, spatial, and radi-
ometric) of geostationary sensors to be more comparable 
with multispectral ocean colour satellite instruments.

Multi-view (or multidirectional) sensors are able to 
acquire several optical measurements with different view-
ing geometries for a given ground target. Deployment 
of these sensors on polar-orbiting platforms, such as the 
(A)ATSRs (see Popp et al., 2016, for a comparison of vari-
ous approaches) and MISR (Martonchik et al., 1998), can 
provide more information on aerosol type and are not so 
strongly limited by sun glint, because when one view sees 
glint, generally others do not (Sayer et al., 2010). However, 
multi-view sensors generally have narrower swaths and so 
view a given location on the Earth’s surface only once every 
several days. Synergistic use of radiance measurements 
from several satellite platforms also results in improved 
characterisation of aerosol properties, for example, by 
combining the spectral and angular information provided 
by the MERIS and the AATSR sensors (Benas et al., 2013), 
which could also be achieved from their follow-on sensors 
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OLCI and SLSTR on the recently-launched Sentinel 3 plat-
form. Coarse, elevated aerosols, such as mineral dust and 
volcanic ash, are optically active in the thermal infrared, 
and in recent years several efforts to retrieve mineral dust 
AOD from the IASI sensor have made progress on this 
front (Klüser et al., 2011; Vandenbussche et al., 2013). 
However, these aerosols are easier to quantify at altitude 
than near the surface.

For all these passive radiometric sensor types, aerosols 
are often modelled as mixtures of aerosol populations with 
lognormal distribution; aerosol ‘types’ are also reported in 
the product (giving rise to derived quantities such as spec-
tral AOD, α, and single scattering albedo, SSA), although 
they are somewhat constrained by the required assump-
tions underlying aerosol optical models. Aerosol compo-
nents are often derived from either AERONET inversions 
(Dubovik and King, 2000) or databases such as OPAC (Hess 
et al., 1998). Validation results vary depending on algo-
rithm and sensor (e.g., Kokhanovsky et al., 2010; Petrenko 
and Ichoku, 2013). In recent years, the Maritime Aerosol 
Network (MAN) of ship-based observations (Smirnov et 
al., 2011) has enabled data validation not only at coastal/
island AERONET sites but also in open-ocean conditions 
more representative of the bulk of the data. Generally, 
AOD can be retrieved with one-standard-deviation relative 
uncertainties on the order of 5–20% (with a lower limit 
of 0.03–0.05) and typical biases of 0.025 or smaller. Other 
quantities tend to be unreliable in low-AOD conditions 
but more quantitative for thicker aerosol plumes (e.g., α 
or fine-mode weighting), or harder to validate objectively 
(e.g., SSA or aerosol type).

The same polar-orbiting and geostationary sensors have 
also been used widely to retrieve cloud properties, chiefly 
COD, CER, and phase, as well as (for sensors with thermal 
bands, multi-angle views, and/or observations in the O2 
A-band) cloud height (Baum et al., 2012). Sensors observ-
ing in the microwave spectral region (TRMM, SSM/I, AMSR, 
GPM) also provide information on cloud liquid water path 
(related to COD and CER), as well as precipitation and  
surface quantities (Wentz, 2015). Thermal and microwave-
based techniques also have the advantage in that they are 
able to perform retrievals at night. However, microwave 

approaches cannot generally be employed over or near 
land surfaces, a limitation for coastal studies.

A limiting characteristic of these sensor types for stud-
ies of the near-surface region is that they are typically 
most sensitive to cloud-top properties, rather than the 
lower parts of the clouds that are in closer contact with 
the surface and marine boundary layer. However, innova-
tive techniques to infer information about cloud vertical 
structure using the available data have been developed 
(Rosenfeld et al., 2016). Satellite instruments designed 
specifically to probe CCN concentrations and cloud pro-
files more directly have also been proposed (Martins et 
al., 2011; Rosenfeld et al., 2012). Table 4 summarizes the 
MBL characteristics that can be inferred remotely using 
passive radiometric sensors with current satellite mis-
sions and expected improvements in future missions.

2.3.2 Polarimetric remote sensing
A number of satellite polarimeters have been launched 
(e.g., POLDER) in order to support long-term climate 
change research and ecological monitoring. Others are 
currently being prepared (e.g., 3MI/MetOP, HARP (Martins 
et al., 2014), and MAIA (Liu and Diner, 2017), or planned 
for launch (e.g., on the NASA/PACE platform). The require-
ment for multi-angle, multispectral photopolarimetric 
measurements to achieve extended and accurate aero-
sol and ocean surface characterisation from space-borne 
instruments has long been recognized in numerical sen-
sitivity studies (Mishchenko and Travis, 1997; Hasekamp 
and Landgraf, 2007; Mishchenko et al., 2007; Knobel-
spiesse et al., 2012). The conclusions from these numeri-
cal studies were subsequently confirmed in analyses of 
data obtained by airborne polarimeters, such as the RSP, 
the AirMSPI and the SPEX, for aerosols (Chowdhary et 
al., 2001; Xu et al., 2016; Stamnes et al., 2018) and cloud 
properties (van Diedenhoven et al., 2013; Alexandrov et 
al., 2016; Xu et al., 2018). Despite confirmation, the only 
polarimeters successfully launched in orbit were those 
from the POLDER series (Deuzé et al., 2001; Herman et 
al., 2005). The longest lasting was POLDER-3 on-board the 
PARASOL platform, which provided nine years of continu-
ous global polarimetric measurements (Tanré et al., 2011).

Table 4: Radiative properties of the marine boundary layer that can be derived from current and planned satellite 
radiometric missions. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t4

MBL atmospheric characteristic Current passive satellite radiometers Future passive satellite radiometers

Aerosol optical properties Midvisible (primary) and spectral 
( secondary) aerosol optical thickness 
(AOD), and related quantities (e.g., 
 Angström exponent α)

Increased retrieval accuracy of AOD and its 
spectral variations, better spatial coverage and 
resolution, single-scattering albedo (for absorbing 
aerosols)

Aerosol microphysical  properties 
(‘type’)

Best-fitting aerosol models (based on 
AERONET statistics and/or  databases), 
weighting between fine and coarse 
modes (i.e., fine mode fraction), 
 single-layer column-effective parameters

More robust identification of likely microphysical 
properties, better spatial coverage and resolution, 
more aerosol models possibility to identify and 
separate properties of distinct aerosol layers

Cloud macrophysical properties Cloud cover, water content, top height Increased accuracy and resolution

Cloud microphysical/optical 
properties

Cloud optical depth (COD), cloud droplet 
effective radius (CER), particle phase

Increased accuracy and resolution

Precipitation Rain rate, rain phase Increased accuracy with multichannel approaches

https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t4
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The design of a potential future space-borne polarimet-
ric sensor, 3MI, is largely inherited from POLDER/PARASOL 
missions (Marbach et al., 2013). However, important 
improvements include higher radiometric accuracy, 
extended spectral coverage, and finer spatial resolution. 
These improvements in 3MI data are expected to provide 
more advanced aerosol/cloud and surface characterisa-
tion than the POLDER instruments. Other space-borne 
polarimeters that are currently being designed (e.g., SPEX) 
or prepared (e.g., MAIA) for future launch will inherit 
higher polarimetric accuracies from the above-mentioned 
airborne polarimeters (RSP and AirMSPI, respectively). 
These polarimetric accuracy improvements will lead, in 
turn, to higher retrieval accuracies of aerosol, cloud, and 
surface properties. Some of these future polarimeters 
will provide global coverage (e.g., HARP), whereas others 
(e.g., MAIA) will only target specific locations. In addition, 
several other polarimeters have been launched or are 
planned for launch by the Japanese and Chinese space 
agencies. The SGLI instrument was recently launched on 
the JAXA GCOM-C spacecraft and combines single view 
angle, multispectral VIS/NIR/SWIR/TIR channels with 
slant-view polarisation sensitivity at two VIS wavelengths 
(Hashiguchi et al., 2016). The CAPI instrument launched 
on-board the Chinese Tansat satellite obtains images of 

radiance in five channels in the VIS/NIR/SWIR spectrum, 
two of which also measure the polarisation at 0.67 and 
1.64 μm (Chen et al., 2017).

The POLDER-3 observations were initially analysed using 
traditional look-up-table algorithms, which enable fast 
and robust retrievals, providing long records of aerosols 
over land and ocean (Tanré et al., 2011). As an example, 
Figure 5 shows the yearly mean value of the contributions 
of fine and coarse aerosol modes to the atmosphere opti-
cal thickness as retrieved with the POLAC algorithm, which 
retrieves both aerosol and surface properties implement-
ing a statistically optimised fitting based on elaborated 
look-up-table approach (Harmel and Chami, 2011, 2013).

Another class of retrieval algorithms considers a con-
tinuous parameter space of aerosol and surface properties 
and retrieves them simultaneously by taking into account 
differences in angular, spectral, and polarisation (if avail-
able) features of atmosphere and surface signals (Dubovik 
et al., 2011; Hasekamp et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2016). The 
first results of this approach were encouraging and dem-
onstrated that the quality of space-borne retrieval is 
comparable to ground-based AERONET retrievals. These 
algorithms do not use look-up tables and implement all 
radiative transfer calculations on-line during retrieval. 
As a result, they require significantly longer time for the 

Figure 5: Aerosol retrieval with polarimetric instruments. Yearly mean value for 2007 of the fine and coarse aero-
sol optical depths as retrieved by the POLAC algorithm (Harmel and Chami, 2011) applied to the PARASOL imagery. 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.f5
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retrievals compared to traditional algorithms and are 
rarely used for processing large volumes of the data.

Recently, a set of atmosphere and surface products was 
generated for the entire PARASOL archive using GRASP, 
an open source software (Dubovik et al., 2014; https://
www.grasp-open.com) that implements statistically opti-
mised fitting using a new multi-pixel concept. This new 
approach allows for additional a priori constraints on 
aerosol and surface variability, improving the retrieval 
accuracy (Dubovik et al., 2011). PARASOL/GRASP pro-
vides an extended set of aerosol parameters including 
spectral AOD and SSA, Angström exponent, fraction of 
spherical particles, and information about aerosol height 
(Figure 6). Together with aerosol properties, the bidirec-
tional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) and the 
bidirectional polarisation distribution function (BPDF) 
of the land or ocean surface are also retrieved. A com-
prehensive set of the atmosphere parameters potentially 
provided by advanced polarimetric algorithms is listed 
in Table 5, although these may vary for different instru-
ments and algorithms.

2.3.3 Lidar remote sensing
The chief advantage of lidar is the ability to resolve back-
scatter in the vertical dimension. Unlike passive tech-
niques, there is unambiguous separation of lidar signals 
arising from the ocean and the atmosphere. Within the 
atmosphere, lidar provides vertically resolved aerosol opti-
cal properties as opposed to only a column AOD. While 
passive IR measurements provide information on cloud 
top height for well-posed cases, lidar achieves higher pre-
cision and provides vertical distributions of multi-layer 
cloud systems (e.g., top height of marine stratus beneath 
optically thin cirrus) and vertical structure within optically 
thin clouds.

Efficient lidar measurements of aerosols and clouds 
were first demonstrated from space with the Lidar 
In-space Technology Experiment from the NASA Space 
Shuttle in 1994 (Winker et al., 1996), and the most recent 
lidar deployed in space was the CATS, in operation from 
2015 to 2017 (Yorks et al., 2016). Here we focus our discus-
sion on CALIOP (launched in 2006; Winker et al., 2009), 
because of the length of its data record and extensive use 

Figure 6: PARASOL/GRASP retrieval of seasonal mean aerosol parameters for summer 2011. From left to 
right: Aerosol optical depth (or thickness, AOT) at 565 nm, Angström exponent (α), single scattering albedo (SSA) 
at 670 nm, and aerosol scale height. PARASOL/GRASP retrievals were implemented at the original 6-km resolution 
using all available PARASOL angular and polarimetric measurements (at 440, 490, 560, 670, 870 and 1020 nm), and 
using a single set of a priori constraints at the global scale (with no location-specific assumptions). DOI: https://doi.
org/10.1525/elementa.331.f6

Table 5: Radiative properties of the marine boundary layer that can be derived from current and planned satellite pola-
rimeters. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t5

MBL atmospheric characteristic Current satellite polarimeters: 
 PARASOL/POLDER

Potential future polarimeters: 3MI, 
 multi-angular polarimeter on PACE mission

Microphysical aerosol properties Complex refractive index, size 
 distribution, aerosol nonsphericity, 
 aerosol concentration

Increased retrieval accuracy (for polarimetric 
uncertainty <0.5%), increased spatial coverage 
and resolution

Optical aerosol properties Aerosol optical depth (AOD), single 
 scattering albedo (SSA), Angström 
 exponent, aerosol extinction profile, 
aerosol type, aerosol backscatter

Increased retrieval accuracy (for polarimetric 
uncertainty <0.5%), increased spatial coverage 
and resolution

Aerosol vertical profile Estimated accuracy of 1–2 km limited by 
sensitivity to aerosol height distribution

Better accuracy due to addition of  polarisation 
channels in the blue and UV wavelength 
regime (and reduction in polarimetric 
 uncertainty)

Cloud microphysics Cloud droplet size distribution, cloud 
phase, ice crystal shape, cloud top height 
and thickness

Increased accuracy (for polarimetric 
 uncertainty <0.5%), increased spatial
coverage and resolution

https://www.grasp-open.com
https://www.grasp-open.com
https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.f6
https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.f6
https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t5
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that has been made from those data (to date, nearly 2000 
publications are based on CALIOP observations). The 
CALIOP sensor employs the standard elastic backscatter 
lidar technique, which, fundamentally, measures attenu-
ated backscatter from air molecules and cloud/aerosol 
particles at 532 and 1064 nm. In addition, measurement 
of backscatter polarised parallel and perpendicular to the 
transmitted laser pulse provides the ability to determine 
the presence of non-spherical particles. The calibration 
procedure used in CALIOP retrievals eliminates concerns 
about calibration drift over the lifetime of the instrument 
(Powell et al., 2009), an important consideration in long-
term cloud/aerosol trend studies.

The discrimination between clouds and aerosols is based 
on backscatter signal level, the ratio of 532- and 1064-nm 
backscatter signals, and depolarisation (Liu et al., 2009). 
For detected aerosol layers, computation of aerosol extinc-
tion and backscatter relies on the assumption of the aero-
sol extinction-to-backscatter ratio (Young et al., 2009, 
2013), which is highly dependent on aerosol type (i.e., 
desert dust, biomass burning, clean continental, polluted 
continental, marine, and polluted dust). Aerosol type is 
assigned based on geographic location, underlying surface 
type (e.g., ocean vs. land), altitude, and an approximate 
estimate of depolarisation from the lidar measurement 
(Omar et al., 2009). An average extinction-to-backscatter 
ratio is assigned to each type based on AERONET clima-
tology and other relevant data. Consequently, retrieval 
errors can arise from misclassification of aerosol type and 
the natural uncertainty of extinction-to-backscatter ratios 
within a type (Burton et al., 2013). These errors can accu-
mulate as the retrieval proceeds downward through the 
atmosphere toward the surface.

The CALIOP sensor provided the first global view of 
the three-dimensional distribution of aerosols (Winker et 
al., 2013) which, along with data from other sensors and 
models, has enabled several important breakthroughs, 

including quantification of the direct radiative effects of 
aerosols above low clouds (e.g., Chand et al., 2009; Oikawa 
et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2016), the first global estimates 
of all-sky aerosol radiative forcing (e.g., Oikawa et al., 2013; 
Matus et al., 2015), and assessments of the vertical distri-
bution of aerosol in transport models (e.g., Yu et al., 2010; 
Koffi et al., 2016). CALIOP data have also been used to help 
quantify transport of desert dust and associated iron ferti-
lization of regions remote from dust sources (e.g., Johnson 
et al., 2011; Tan and Shi, 2012; Yu et al., 2015). Figure 7 
displays a 532-nm browse image from CALIOP showing 
examples of many relevant aerosol and cloud features.

In addition to information on aerosols, CALIOP provides 
cloud top height and, for non-opaque clouds, base height 
and optical depth. It is much more sensitive to optically 
thin clouds than passive remote sensors and does not suf-
fer ambiguities arising from, for instance, viewing warm 
marine boundary layer clouds through a veil of thin cir-
rus. CALIOP also provides information on the vertical pro-
file of backscatter and depolarisation within clouds (i.e., 
down to the point that the signal is not so attenuated as 
to become useless). Together with the CPR on Cloudsat 
(Stephens et al., 2008, 2017), which is more sensitive to 
strongly scattering clouds, CALIOP has provided the first 
global data set on the vertical distribution of cloud occur-
rence (Mace et al., 2009) and heating rates (Haynes et al., 
2013). The CALIOP and CPR data have been combined 
with MODIS observations to provide accurate estimates of 
surface downward radiative fluxes (Kato et al., 2011).

Moreover, CALIOP depolarisation measurements have 
been key in identifying cloud thermodynamic phase 
(ice vs. water droplets) including, for instance, the iden-
tification of super-cooled liquid droplets at the tops of 
boundary layer clouds over the Southern Ocean (Hu et 
al., 2010). These clouds had been misclassified in passive 
imagery and hence improperly parameterized in mod-
els, creating errors in estimated shortwave and longwave 

Figure 7: Lidar image showing many features relevant to radiation budgets and aerosol-cloud-ocean inter-
actions. As shown in this browse image of CALIOP attenuated backscatter, lidar provides the vertical dimension, 
enabling accurate measurement of cloud top height (even for multi-layered clouds) and determination of whether 
aerosol layers are located at cloud altitude or lofted above clouds. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.f7
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radiative fluxes (e.g., Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2016; Forbes et 
al., 2016). Depolarisation measurements have also been 
used to characterize multiple scattering and cloud micro-
physics in strongly scattering water clouds, enabling lidar 
retrievals of cloud-top extinction and combined CALIOP-
MODIS retrievals of cloud droplet number density that do 
not rely on the adiabatic assumption of MODIS retrievals 
(Zeng et al., 2014).

As indicated previously, CALIOP is well past its design 
lifetime. The next cloud-aerosol lidar to come online will 
be the ATLID, a 355-nm HSRL instrument with polarisa-
tion sensitivity on the EarthCARE satellite (Illingworth 
et al., 2015). The HSRL capability overcomes the need to 
assume an extinction-to-backscatter ratio in the retrieval 
of aerosol extinction and backscatter, thereby providing 
more accurate retrievals through the column and into 
the MBL. Independent HSRL measurements of aerosol 
extinction and backscatter (Esselborn et al., 2008) from 
ATLID will enable calculation of the aerosol extinction-to-
backscatter ratio, which along with aerosol depolarisation 
ratio will be used to infer aerosol type (Groß et al., 2015). 
However, the ability to unambiguously resolve aerosol 
types may be limited using data at only one wavelength 
(Burton et al., 2015). Cloud products from ATLID will 
include cloud top height and, for optically thin clouds, 
vertical structure and optical depth. In combination with 
measurements from other sensors on EarthCARE, ATLID 
data will also be used to retrieve CER and ice water con-
tent. We note that ATLID’s coarse vertical resolution of 
100 m precludes ocean subsurface profiling.

In the future, we can envision a more capable space-
borne HSRL operating at multiple wavelengths. Airborne 
lidars with HSRL capability at 532 nm, backscatter capa-
bility at 1064 nm, and polarisation sensitivity have been 
conducting routine measurements for over a decade 
(Esselborn et al., 2008; Hair et al., 2008). These two-wave-
length polarisation-sensitive lidars provide highly accurate 
aerosol extinction, backscatter, depolarisation, and optical 

depth measurements, and significantly greater aerosol 
typing skill than that achievable with CALIOP (Burton et 
al., 2012, 2013, 2014; Groß et al., 2013) and anticipated to 
be possible with ATLID. Figure 4 shows examples of the 
independent aerosol extinction and backscatter products 
as well as the aerosol type mask retrievable from one of 
these airborne HSRLs. The vertical resolution of that same 
lidar was increased to ~1 m to enable coincident ocean 
profiling (Figure 4), which is serendipitously enabling 
advances in MBL cloud property retrievals. The addition 
of HSRL capability at 355 nm would enable vertically 
resolved retrievals of aerosol effective radius and concen-
tration, as demonstrated by recent airborne lidar meas-
urements (Müller et al., 2014; Sawamura et al., 2017), and 
polarisation sensitivity at all three wavelengths provides 
increased skill in classifying smoke (Burton et al., 2015).

As with ocean remote sensing, lidar is a natural com-
plement to passive radiometry and polarimetry. While 
lidar lacks swath, the vertical profiling capability provides 
information critical to studies of marine aerosols and 
clouds. Lidar provides aerosol measurements over bright 
clouds, including layer optical depth and the distribution 
of aerosols above clouds. The ability to determine whether 
an aerosol layer is lofted high above MBL clouds or inter-
acting with those clouds is critical to accurately correlate 
the effect of marine aerosols on cloud microphysical and 
macrophysical properties (Costantino and Bréon, 2013) 
(Figure 7). In broken cloud systems, lidar provides verti-
cal profiles of aerosols within the MBL, thereby providing 
information on aerosol loading at cloud base altitude. In 
addition to locating aerosols with respect to cloud altitude, 
lidar aerosol retrievals do not suffer from artefacts due to 
adjacency effects or cloud shadowing. In combination 
with passive data, lidar can provide advanced retrievals of 
cloud microphysics relevant to the study of aerosol-cloud 
interaction. Table 6 summarizes properties of the MBL 
that can be retrieved with current and  potential future 
space-borne lidars.

Table 6: Properties of the marine boundary layer that can be derived from current, planned, and potential future satel-
lite lidars. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t6

MBL atmospheric 
 characteristic

Current satellite lidar capability: CALIOP 
on CALIPSO

Potential future HSRL capability

Aerosol backscatter 
and  extinction

Derived from attenuated backscatter via 
assumption of extinction-to-backscatter ratio 
or optical depth constraint

Accurate independent retrieval of backscatter 
and extinction without assumptions

Aerosol type Crude typing capability Improved skill with ATLID 355-nm extinction, 
backscatter, and polarisation sensitivity. High 
skill with two-wavelength lidar: 532-nm HSRL, 
1064-nm backscatter, and polarisation sensitivity 
at both wavelengths

Aerosol effective radius 
and concentration

Not available Vertically resolved estimates via three-wave-
length lidar: 355- and 532-nm HSRL, 1064-nm 
backscatter

CCN Proxy based on extinction as retrieved from 
attenuated backscatter

Proxy based on aerosol extinction or aerosol 
concentration estimate

Cloud top height Precise and unambiguous Precise and unambiguous

Cloud base height For non-opaque clouds For non-opaque clouds

Cloud microphysics Thermodynamic phase, cloud droplet 
 concentration (with data from passive sensors)

Thermodynamic phase, cloud droplet 
 concentration (with data from passive sensors)

https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t6
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3 To what extent does upper-ocean turbulence 
drive fluxes of mass and energy at the air-sea 
interface?
3.1 Perspective on the problem
The air-sea interface is the critical zone where the coupled 
ocean-atmosphere system constantly exchanges heat, 
momentum, gases, and particulate matter. Understand-
ing these exchanges has been one of the underpinning 
foci of SOLAS (Law et al., 2013; Brévière, 2016). Ocean-
atmosphere fluxes usually scale with turbulence at the 
air-sea interface. Surface turbulence is generated primar-
ily by wind stress, which produces short capillary-gravity 
waves and wave micro-breaking or bubble entrainment 
caused by breaking of large gravity waves. Other sources 
of turbulence include buoyancy convection, rainfall, or 
interactions with sea ice. As a ubiquitous phenomenon, 
turbulence should be accounted for when estimating sea-
air fluxes at both local and global scales.

Gas exchange across the air-sea interface plays a critical 
role in the climate system by regulating the global car-
bon cycle. In particular, molecular exchanges are thought 
to contribute to partitioning approximately 30% of the 
emitted anthropogenic CO2 into the ocean (Wanninkhof 
et al., 2009). Other crucial processes controlled by the air-
sea interface include the exchange of heat, the exchange 
of powerful greenhouse gases like methane and nitrous 
oxide, ocean oxygenation (with growing concern about 
ocean deoxygenation and hypoxia; Schmidtko et al., 2017), 
the emission of gaseous aerosol precursors (Carpenter et 
al., 2012), and the transport of pollutants (González-Gaya 
et al., 2016). Therefore, scientific progresses in modelling 
and remote sensing activities related to air-sea exchange 
are critical to better understand a wide range of contempo-
rary environmental issues and key processes in the Earth 

system, as well as to project future climate and support 
the development of science-informed climate policies.

Gas fluxes (F) across the air-sea interface are generally 
parameterized for each specific gas with a simple product 
of the concentration gradient across the sea-air interface, 
∆C, and the gas transfer coefficient, k. The gradient ∆C is 
defined as Cw – sg·Ca, the difference between the water-
side gas concentration, Cw, and the airside gas concentra-
tion, Ca, scaled by the gas solubility coefficient, sg. Given 
that the concentrations of many gases of interest can be 
measured with sufficient accuracy, and that gas solubil-
ity is generally a well-constrained function of temperature 
and salinity (Johnson, 2010), the gradient term ∆C is a 
secondary source of uncertainty in gas flux calculations. 
However, much larger uncertainties are associated with 
the transfer coefficient, k (Wanninkhof et al., 2009), which 
is primarily determined by the physics at the air-sea inter-
face, and particularly the waterside turbulence, at least for 
insoluble gases (Figure 8).

The gas transfer velocity is usually characterized by 
accessible measurements, wind speed being the most 
widely used parameter. An advantage of this practice 
is that wind speed can be derived routinely from satel-
lite data with relatively good accuracy (~1 m s–1 at spa-
tial resolution of 12.5–50 km) (Vogelzang et al., 2011). 
However, parameterisations using wind speed alone 
often fail to match directly measured gas-exchange rates, 
and estimates from different parameterisations often 
disagree by more than a factor of two (Goddijn-Murphy 
et al., 2016).

At high wind speeds (>20 m s–1), this uncertainty has 
been attributed to the effect of bubble-mediated gas 
transfer (Woolf, 2005), which can greatly enhance the 
flux of low-solubility gases like CO2. At low wind speeds 

Figure 8: Turbulence at the air-sea interface. First order interactions between parameters observable from 
remote sensing devices (bold) and near-surface phenomena (italic) related to air-sea gas exchange. DOI: https://doi.
org/10.1525/elementa.331.f8
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(<5 m s–1), buoyancy-driven convection has been proposed 
as a dominant transfer mechanism (McGillis et al., 2004). 
The picture is even more complicated in polar oceans due 
to the presence of sea ice, which itself directly exchanges 
gases with the atmosphere (e.g., Loose et al., 2011) and 
alters the propagation of kinetic energy within the water 
through processes that are poorly understood (Loose et 
al., 2017; Prytherch et al., 2017).

The relatively poor predictive skill of wind-speed based 
k-parameterisations has triggered the development of 
alternative approaches. For example, a number of empiri-
cal formulations have been proposed to estimate k from 
the wave slope variance, a proxy for interfacial turbulence 
that can be retrieved by satellite radar altimeters (Glover et 
al., 2002, 2007; Goddijn-Murphy et al., 2012, 2013). Other 
studies suggest that empirical fits to observations of k are 
insufficient because they do not rely on the underlying 
physics of the exchange process. Thus, improvements in 
air-sea flux quantification could rely on parameterisations 
of k along with the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic 
energy (Kitaigorodskii and Donelan, 1984; Asher, 1997). 
Lamont and Scott (1970) derived a direct relation between 
k and turbulence using the surface renewal theory (Higbie, 
1935; Danckwerts, 1951). This theory describes periodic 
events of small eddies disturbing the sea surface with 
water from below (small eddy model: SEM). More recently, 
Esters et al. (2017) showed from field observations in the 
North Atlantic that kinetic energy dissipation and gas 
(DMS and CO2) air-sea fluxes are generally consistent with 
the theoretical SEM approach. This experimental demon-
stration paves the way towards developing mechanistic 
approaches to estimate gas exchange from sea roughness 
parameters observable by space-borne sensors.

Exchange across the air-sea interface is also strongly 
affected by surfactants accumulating and spreading at 
the sea surface. For instance, experiments have shown 
that addition of artificial surfactants to the sea surface can 
significantly decrease k by up to 55% at low to moderate 
wind speeds (Salter et al., 2011). In the oceans, surfactants 
accumulate in the sea surface microlayer, the water-side 
interfacial layer, as thin as 50 μm (e.g., Zhang et al., 2003), 
where viruses, bacteria, and phytoplankton, as well as dis-
solved and particulate organic matter, including exopoly-
meric gels, also accumulate (Engel et al., 2017). Despite its 
very small vertical extent, the microlayer forms a physico-
chemical barrier that subsequently alters the hydrody-
namics of the air-sea-interface and ultimately suppresses 
a substantial amount of turbulent energy (Figure 8). For 
instance, a surfactant-enriched microlayer increases the 
surface tension of the air-sea interface, thereby damping 
surface capillary waves and modifying the entrainment or 
bursting of air bubbles and surface renewal (e.g., Engel et 
al., 2017). Hence, full consideration of wind and micro-
layer properties could help further our capacity to deter-
mine air-sea exchanges for all types of coastal and oceanic 
waters. The first attempts to determine surfactant effects 
on air-sea exchange from remotely sensed data were based 
on estimates of surfactant proxies such as Chl-a (Lin et 
al., 2002), but a universal relationship linking Chl-a, sur-
factant properties, and k has thus far proved elusive (Engel 
et al., 2017; Sabbaghzadeh et al., 2017).

The inherent complexities of turbulent exchanges 
across the air-sea interface cannot be fully accessed via 
remote sensing techniques. However, several observables 
(here, defined as turbulence-related parameters interact-
ing with the electro-magnetic field) might be readily or 
potentially measurable using space-borne sensors (see 
Figure 1 for a general picture). Based on historical, cur-
rent, and near-future space missions, this section provides 
a short overview of remote sensing technologies and 
methods that could be used to address the problem of 
scaling turbulence in the surface ocean boundary layer. 
Previous reviews on remote sensing of turbulent fluxes 
pointed out general capabilities and challenges (Bourassa 
et al., 2010b; Shutler et al., 2016). Here, we focus on some 
different approaches using non-conventional techniques 
(e.g., exploitation of surface-reflected sunlight from pas-
sive imagery) and emerging technologies for more broad 
and operational applications (e.g., polarimetric, SAR, and 
lidar sensors). We also discuss different sources of turbu-
lence, not yet considered in general formulations, and 
how remote sensing could aid in understanding and bet-
ter scaling bulk turbulent transfers at the air-sea interface. 
Going beyond wind-produced or wind-derived turbu-
lence, we address the potential of remote sensing tech-
niques to comprehensively characterize the sea state and 
the air-sea interface in the hope of strengthening interac-
tions between the biogeochemistry and remote sensing 
communities.

3.2 Active remote sensing of the ocean-atmosphere 
interface
This section gives a brief overview of the current and 
potential capabilities of the space-borne active sensors 
in relation to air-sea flux parameterisation. The various 
instrumental configurations allow different characteris-
tics of the air-sea interface to be identified with different 
spatial-temporal resolutions. These remote sensing capa-
bilities are also summarized in Table 7.

3.2.1 Active microwave sensors
Active microwave sensors, i.e., scatterometers, altimeters 
and SAR, emit a pulse at a certain frequency and measure 
the energy backscattered from the roughened surface. 
Practically, a dimensionless quantity is used: the normal-
ised radar cross section (NRCS), also called backscatter coef-
ficient, which is defined as the radar cross section per unit 
surface area. The NRCS is sensitive to the trait of the mate-
rial under the radar’s observation, and is a function of the 
frequency, incidence angle and polarisation of the emitted 
pulse, and the scattering characteristics of the target. For 
a given frequency and polarisation, the NRCS depends on 
the quantity of capillary waves that satisfy a resonance con-
dition with the pulse (Bragg scattering), and the geometry 
between the incident pulse and wave facets. As wind blows 
on the ocean surface, the capillary waves respond virtu-
ally immediately, propagating in the same direction and 
growing as wind intensity grows. Hence, for a given view-
ing angle, sea surface wind speed (conventionally defined 
as 10 m above the surface) can be estimated from NRCS. 
Nevertheless, the solution is not trivial with multiple com-
binations of wind speed and direction providing the same 
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NRCS. Such ambiguities are solved using multiple viewing 
angles and constraints from geophysical models.

An advantage of active microwave sensors is that the 
pulse can travel through clouds, providing a large cover-
age of the ocean surface. Only heavy rain cells can attenu-
ate shorter pulses (e.g., Ku-band) adding noise to the signal 
and causing distortions in wind retrievals. Raindrops on the 
ocean surface also smooth the capillary waves. This effect 
can be a problem for wind retrieval from scatterometry or 
altimetry techniques, but it is actually another source of 
turbulence in the upper layer that could be resolved.

Traditional, global, wind-driven k parameterisations have 
relied on multi-mission satellite wind fields (Bourassa et 
al., 2010a; Wanninkhof, 2014). However, with the growing 
awareness that many other sea surface phenomena affect 
the gas transfer velocity, other ways to derive sources of 
bulk turbulence are being proposed and investigated. In 
particular, wind stress or mean square slope of the sur-
face wave spectrum could be used instead of wind speed 
to parameterize k (Glover et al., 2007; Goddijn-Murphy et 
al., 2012, 2013) and thus could be better suited to resolve 
air-sea exchange processes from space observations (e.g., 
Shutler et al., 2016).

3.2.2 Scatterometry
Scatterometers routinely have been used to derive 
 multi-mission global daily wind vectors, starting with the 
first space-borne scatterometer on-board SeaSat, launched 
in 1978, and continued with many other missions up to 
date (e.g., SeaWinds-QuikSCAT, ASCAT-MetOPA/B, Ocean-
Sat, ScatSat, CFOSAT). An advantage of scatterometers 
is that multi-angle NRCS measurements (with different 
antennas or a rotating one) allow derivation of not only 
the wind speed, but also the directional components of 

the wind vector, inverted with geophysical models. Scat-
terometers can derive wind speed with high accuracy 
(~1 m s–1) at resampled resolutions of 12.5, 25, and 50 km 
for a wide range of wind speeds (~0–30 m s–1) (Vogelzang 
et al., 2011). Although certainly not the only factor con-
trolling air-sea gas transfer velocity, wind speed may 
provide a reasonable first-order estimate of k for moder-
ate wind conditions (~4–15 m s–1) over the global ocean 
(e.g., Wanninkhof, 2014). Scatterometry retrievals of wind 
stress, accounting for wind vector, buoyancy, surface cur-
rents, gravity waves, and air density, should be even more 
robustly related to gas transfer for all sea state conditions 
(Bourassa et al., 2010a, 2010b).

3.2.3 Altimetry
Satellite altimetry measures the NRCS with a nadir view-
ing single antenna. The timing of the returned microwave 
pulse is used to estimate the sea surface height, after care-
ful corrections for atmospheric interference, geoid defor-
mations, and tides. The first space-borne altimeter was 
also on-board SeaSat (launched in 1978). With the grow-
ing awareness of sea level rises with storm surges and cli-
mate change, altimetry missions have gained importance 
and support for scientific and operational missions (e.g., 
Geosat, TOPEX, ERS, Jason, Cryosat, Envisat, SARAL-AltiKa, 
Sentinel-3 SRAL).

In addition to sea surface height and derived proper-
ties, such as significant wave height and geostrophic cur-
rents (Isern-Fontanet et al., 2017), altimetry can be used to 
derive sea surface wind speed, because the intensity of the 
returned pulse is altered by the surface roughness. Glover 
et al. (2007) and Goddijn-Murphy et al. (2013) have shown 
that in-situ gas flux measurements are more strongly cor-
related with the wave mean square slope retrieved by dual 

Table 7: Characteristics of upper-ocean turbulence relevant to sea-air fluxes that can be derived from active satellite 
sensors, current and planned. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t7

Interface geophysical 
parameters/properties

Current capabilities Future capabilities

Sea surface wind Wind speed, direction, and stress (good accuracy 
from 0 to 20 m s–1); 
multiplatform daily global coverage only for 
 scatterometry;
higher spatial resolution (lower coverage) for 
SAR and lidar

Improved estimates at very high wind speed (e.g., 
typhoons), improved geophysical models to solve 
ambiguities, better coverage with higher spatial 
resolution, and better accuracy in coastal regions 

Waves Significant height and direction of gravity waves 
(altimetry and polarised SAR) and internal 
waves (SAR)

Improved accuracy over coastal regions, improved 
coverage of higher spatial resolution products (e.g., 
SWOT, SAR, and lidar missions) 

Currents Speed and direction of geostrophic currents 
(global coverage with multiplatform altimetry 
missions)

Higher spatial-temporal resolution, submesoscale 
currents in open ocean and coastal regions

Surface slicks Feature detection (size, shape) (SAR) Type of surfactant, concentration, thickness (SAR 
and optical sensors)

Ship wakes Feature detection (SAR) Vertical profile (lidar)

Sea surface roughness Wave slope variance (capillary waves) (all active 
sensors)

Improved wave slope estimates to account for bulk 
interface properties and sea-state condition

Whitecaps (foam and 
bubbles)

Feature detection (SAR and lidar) or estimate of 
whitecap fraction from wind speed

Increased accuracy (detection, duration and 
 type-source), spatial coverage and resolution, 
 vertical profile (lidar)

https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t7
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frequency altimetric radar (e.g., TOPEX, AltiKa) than with 
the wind speed derived from wave slope. This stronger cor-
relation suggests that the altimetric radar wave slope can 
be used as a proxy for interfacial turbulence, including the 
effects of wind stress, small scale roughness, and surface 
films, and thus contribute to better k parameterisations.

Future missions with finer spatial resolution (~2 km), 
in particular the Surface Water and Ocean Topography 
(SWOT) mission (Fu et al., 2009; Durand et al., 2010), are 
expected to improve the estimation of the upper-ocean 
circulation at the submesoscale. The forthcoming data 
from these altimeters could permit significant advances 
in our understanding of the impacts of upper-ocean 
eddies, fronts, and filaments on surface waves (Ardhuin 
et al., 2017; Isern-Fontanet et al., 2017) and, in turn, in 
the evaluation of the role upper-ocean circulation plays in 
modulating the interfacial turbulence.

3.2.4 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
SAR is sensitive to small variations in surface  roughness, 
which makes detection of slicks through their wave 
damping effect a straightforward application of SAR data. 
Specifically, natural and anthropogenic surfactants can 
modify physical properties of the ocean surface by alter-
ing surface tension, damping short capillary waves, and 
hence changing roughness and turbulence production. 
Under low-to-moderate wind conditions, these changes 
in physical properties may lead to the formation of slicks 
that are detectable by SAR remote sensing (Gade et al., 
1998). Slick detection may improve our understand-
ing of what organisms and meteorological conditions 
are responsible for surfactant production. For example, 
Kurata et al. (2016) were able to link surface roughness, 
surface slicks, and the presence of surfactant-associated 
bacteria in the near-surface layer of the ocean by combin-
ing satellite SAR data with genetic analysis of in situ col-
lected water samples.

Another avenue for application of SAR data is informa-
tion on organic matter concentration derived from its 
effect on the longevity of bubbles, which is expected to 
increase in the presence of organic matter. An example 
of this approach is the quantification of the persistence 
of boat wakes under low wind conditions, as observed in 
high resolution SAR imagery (Lyden et al., 1988). Thus, 
wind speed and foam fraction inferred from SAR measure-
ments could potentially be used to predict organic matter 
concentration in the microlayer or subsurface layer.

Many challenges still remain in exploiting SAR imagery 
to identify more accurately sea surface features, particu-
larly the extent and types of surfactants that may have 
different effects on the microlayer and upper layer turbu-
lence. Combining different techniques and data sources, 
such as optical imagery (ocean colour, sun glint) and 
in-situ data collections, might be required to solve such 
problems.

We are now just starting an exciting new era of SAR 
imagery with openly distributed data (through the 
Copernicus Program (ESA/EUMETSAT), for example). 
Sentinel-1A was launched in April 2014, and Sentinel 1B 
in April 2016, extending the temporal/spatial coverage, 
which is mostly concentrated around Europe and in con-
tinental and coastal areas elsewhere. Software developed 
within the Copernicus Program (SNAP) is also helping 
to broaden the user community of both scientists and 
operational services. The open distribution policy of opti-
cal imagery in the 1980s and 1990s (introduced with the 
Landsat legacy) revolutionized various applications, and 
free SAR imagery will surely spur progress in other areas.

Phenomena in the MBL that have important effects on 
turbulent fluxes can also be observed in SAR imagery, 
including rain cells, boundary layer roll vortices (Zhang 
et al., 2008), atmospheric gravity waves, vortex streets (Li 
et al., 2013), hurricanes, typhoons (Li, 2015), and meso- 
and submesoscale vortices (see examples in Figure 9). 

Figure 9: Quasi-simultaneous retrieval of turbulence-relevant parameters with microwave and infrared  sensors. 
Example of Sentinel-1B SAR backscatter (sigma_0) VV polarization showing the imprints of rain cells on ocean surface 
roughness (left); ASCAT-MetOP-A (EUMETSAT) scatterometer-derived sea surface wind field (top right); and GOES-13 
(NOAA) channel 4 (11 μm, passive infrared) image showing precipitation rate estimates (bottom right) (Vila et al., 2001). 
All scenes were obtained over southeast Brazil on 17 December 2016. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.f9

https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.f9
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Estimation of air-sea fluxes at very high wind speeds asso-
ciated with tropical storms, cyclones, and typhoons is 
particularly challenging; under such conditions, SAR data 
can play an important role in revealing fine scale struc-
tures (Li, 2015). High-resolution polarised SAR imagery 
(e.g., TerraSAR-X) provides further information that can 
be used to derive several sea surface characteristics, such 
as oceanic gravity waves (significant height and direction), 
whitecaps from breaking waves, surfactants, ship wakes, 
and internal waves (Pleskachevsky et al., 2016). All of these 
features have different effects on the interface and upper-
ocean turbulence. Future exploitations of SAR data can be 
safely foreseen to provide new and complementary infor-
mation to better constrain in-water turbulence estimates 
at the global scale, provided coincident advances in turbu-
lence parameterisation.

Sea-ice properties (e.g., extent, concentration, thick-
ness), which are important for sea-air fluxes and interface 
turbulence, have traditionally been mapped and globally 
monitored with passive microwave sensors. Such meas-
urements enable high temporal resolution retrievals, but 
with coarse spatial resolution. Active microwave sensors, 
particularly SAR, complement passive microwave datasets 
by providing higher-resolution imagery and additional 
properties that are relevant for sea-air flux estimates, 
such as sea-ice thickness, type, age, drift and melting rate 
(Dierking, 2013). However, more detailed small-scale stud-
ies are still needed to fully exploit advanced SAR technol-
ogy. The series of RADARSAT satellites, operated by the 
Canadian Space Agency, has provided SAR imagery for ice 
monitoring since 1995.

3.2.5 Lidar
Like scatterometers and radar altimeters, lidar also provides 
a measurement of the backscatter coefficient of the ocean 
surface. The lidar measurement of the ocean surface back-
scatter coefficient is directly related to the wave mean square 
slope variance. Hu et al. (2008) demonstrated the value of 
the lidar technique by computing wave slope variance from 
CALIOP data and using that to estimate wind speed. Favour-
able comparisons with AMSR-E wind speeds have demon-
strated the validity of this approach (Figure 10).

An advantage of lidar is that the signal is more sensi-
tive to smaller scale capillary waves, because of the much 
shorter wavelength of the electromagnetic pulse than 
those used by radio-frequency and microwave sensors. 
Another advantage derives from the small lidar foot-
print at the ocean surface. For the CALIOP lidar on-board 
CALIPSO, surface backscatter from 90-m diameter areas 
are collected for each laser pulse, a significantly finer reso-
lution than kilometric scale of scatterometers. The smaller 
footprint provides more information on small-scale vari-
ability of the wave slope spectrum that can be averaged 
out in the larger footprints of microwave instruments. The 
greatest uncertainty in the lidar technique for estimating 
wave-slope variance is due to the difficulty in estimating 
the transmittance of the overlying atmosphere. The atmos-
pheric transmittance can be estimated from the lidar sig-
nal itself, from co-located passive radiometric estimates 
of optical depth, or with two-wavelength techniques for 
high-spectral-resolution-lidar (HSRL) instrument (see Hu 

et al., 2008). Due to the accuracy of its atmospheric trans-
mittance measurements, a space-borne HSRL would pro-
vide the highest accuracy wave-slope variance estimates. 
While lidar cannot probe the ocean surface through opti-
cally thick clouds and has limited spatial coverage due to 
the lack of cross-track sampling, the advantages provided 
by its smaller wavelength and footprint make it a natu-
ral complement to other active techniques for estimating 
wave spectrum.

3.3 Passive remote sensing of the ocean-atmosphere 
interface
This section gives a brief overview of the current and 
potential capabilities of the space-borne passive sen-
sors in relation to the parameterisation of air-sea fluxes. 
 Sensors dedicated to observation of the brightness tem-
perature of the sea surface are now routinely used to infer 
air-sea interface parameters. Optical sensors working in 
the visible/near-infrared part of the spectrum, though 
less exploited, can also be used for this purpose, based on 
measurements of the sunlight reflected from the air-sea 
interface (i.e., sun glint). These remote sensing capabilities 
are also  summarized in Table 8.

Figure 10: Lidar retrieval of sea surface wave slope 
variance and derived wind speed. Monthly average 
for April 2010 of (a) wave slope variance and (b) sea 
surface wind speed retrieved from CALIOP lidar data. 
Retrieved wind speeds satisfactorily compare with (c) 
the AMSR-E (microwave-based) wind speed products. 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.f10
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3.3.1 Infrared and microwave sensors
Buoyancy-driven turbulence, in the form of water-side 
convection during cooling in deep surface mixed lay-
ers (>20 m), can have a significant effect on k at wind 
speeds typically lower than 5 m s–1 (MacIntyre et al., 2010; 
 Rutgersson et al., 2011; Tedford et al., 2014). With loss of 
surface heat (during night-time, on cloudy days, or with 
evaporation in tropical regions) denser surface water sinks, 
producing turbulent eddy flows within the seasonal mixed 
layer, increasing k and gas fluxes.

This kind of turbulence might be evaluated through 
monitoring of the sea surface temperature (SST), which has 
been measured systematically from space since 1980, with 
day and night revisits over the entire globe (with AVHRR). 
The AVHRRs lacked on-board calibration for solar and ther-
mal bands, and the orbits of the earlier platforms were not 
well-controlled, leading to drift. Launch of the (A)ATSRs, 
beginning in 1991 and continuing through the recently 
launched SLSTR, overcame both of these limitations. The 
(A)ATSR generation sensors also provided near-simultane-
ous dual-views of the atmosphere enabling refinement of 
the atmospheric correction procedure and thus improv-
ing the overall accuracy of SST retrieval. The (A)ATSRs have 
been used to create stable long-term SST climate data 
records with small biases (<0.1 K) and high stability (e.g., 
Merchant et al., 2012).

A constellation of polar-orbiting and geostationary sat-
ellites with thermal infrared and passive microwave sen-
sors provide global coverage several times a day, allowing 
resolution of not only the seasonal, but also the diurnal 
cycle of SST. The amplitude of seasonal and diurnal SST 
cycles could be used to understand heat fluxes in spe-
cific regions, which could be used further to parameterize 
buoyancy-driven fluxes. A major challenge for SST coverage 

of the first space missions was under-sampling due to 
cloud blocking. Passive microwave satellites (e.g., ISSM, 
AMSR, TRMM, GPM) helped overcome this issue, but with 
a much degraded spatial resolution (~25 km, compared 
to 1 km for AVHRR and MODIS). As an alternative, the 
MUR data set (Chin et al., 2013) gathers information from 
both infrared and microwave sensors, and provides ~1-km 
daily global product. Next-generation geostationary sat-
ellites (MSG, Himawari-8, GOES-16) are also equipped 
with multispectral sensors that allow the retrieval of high 
temporal resolution (~15 min) SST products. Besides pro-
viding more continuous daily surface fields (with tempo-
rally binned products), hourly resolved SST can be used 
to retrieve information regarding diurnal processes. For 
small scale variability and fine structure in coastal regions, 
the TIRS on-board Landsat-8 can also be used to derive SST 
at 100-m spatial resolution (with a 16-day revisit cycle).

In addition to temperature, evaporation can also stimu-
late convective mixing on the water side, whereas fresh-
water inputs from rain, large river outflows, and ice melt 
stratify surface waters and reduce turbulence. Hence, for 
large-scale processes, salinity from space is also a valuable 
measurement. In addition to its importance to the strati-
fication problem, surface salinity influences gas solubil-
ity, and thereby air-sea exchange. Sea surface salinity (SSS) 
is estimated from passive microwave sensor data using 
inversion models that rely on differences in the relation-
ship between the brightness temperature and the actual 
temperature due to the emissivity coefficient, which is 
dependent on salinity (and surface roughness). Global 
maps of SSS have been available since 2009 from the 
SMOS mission with 35-km resolution and a 3-day revisit 
time (Reul et al., 2014) complemented by the measure-
ments of AQUARIUS (Lagerloef et al., 2008) over the 

Table 8: Characteristics of upper-ocean turbulence relevant to sea-air fluxes that can be derived from passive satellite 
sensors, current and planned. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.t8

Interface geophysical 
parameters

Current capabilities Future capabilities

Sea surface 
 temperature (SST)

Skin and surface (~1 m) SST with daily global 
coverage at 750 m to 1 km 

Improved spatial-temporal coverage and resolution 
with multi-mission approaches (“filtering clouds”)

Sea surface  
salinity (SSS)

Global SSS at 35 km resolution (can be 
 numerically enhanced to 0.05°) with 3–5 day 
revisit time

Improved accuracy, coverage and spatial resolution

Sea surface wind Wind speed and direction with global daily 
coverage only at coarse spatial resolution (few 
to tens of kilometres); higher spatial resolution 
using sun-glint approaches, but with lower 
temporal coverage 

Improved accuracy and coverage with higher spatial 
resolution 

Whitecaps Whitecap fraction Increased accuracy of detection and estimation of 
duration and type-source 

Rainfall Rainfall rate Improved accuracy and spatial-temporal  resolution 
with multiplatform missions (infrared and 
 microwave sensors)

Sea surface roughness Wave slope variance Improved coverage (optical sensors: using sun glint)

Slicks Slick detection (SAR, sun glint) Type-source, thickness, concentration
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2011–2015 period. The broad spatial resolution limits the 
current SSS products (with 0.2–0.5 accuracy on the practi-
cal salinity scale) to large-scale variations, but exploitation 
of those data is very promising for various applications 
(Boutin et al., 2014; Matsuoka et al., 2016). Moreover, the 
spatial resolution of SMOS-retrieved SSS can be increased 
to 0.05° × 0.05° (<6 km) by relating, through data fusion 
techniques, the SSS and a second variable (usually SST) 
retrieved with higher resolution (Olmedo et al., 2016).

Besides sea surface temperature and salinity, which are 
more relevant for upper-ocean turbulent fluxes under 
low wind conditions, passive microwave radiometers have 
been used extensively to retrieve sea surface wind speed 
globally. Given that ocean emissivity in the microwave 
range (>0.15 cm) is dependent on sea surface roughness, 
surface wind speed can also be retrieved from passive 
microwave radiometers (e.g., Windsat, SSM, TMI, AMSR, 
GMI). Note that polarimetric radiometers can help retrieve 
wind direction (e.g., Windsat).

An important challenge for regional and global air-sea 
flux estimates is to account for bubble entrainment, sea 
spray, and foam formation by breaking waves. Estimation 
of the whitecap fraction improves regional and global 
sea spray production estimates and consequent impacts 
on CO2 fluxes (Anguelova, 2016). Two main approaches 
are used to estimate the whitecap/foam fraction from 
space: (i) parameterisation based on the available wind 
speed measurements, and (ii) direct retrieval from the 
brightness temperature measured by microwave radiom-
eters (Anguelova and Webster, 2006; Albert et al., 2016; 
Anguelova, 2016; Yin et al., 2016). The first approach is 
limited by the fact that numerous factors, in addition 
to wind, influence foam formation. The second one is 
more promising but also arduous, due to the large vari-
ability in dielectric properties of foam itself. Novel and 
future space missions with improved capabilities, such as 
the SMAP satellite (launched in the beginning of 2015), 
may improve sea surface wind speed retrievals at very 
high intensities under tropical storms (>30 m s–1) based 
on the low frequency L-band (Meissner et al., 2017). This 
potential should also encourage further studies for white-
cap fraction estimates under severe weather conditions 
which, although more spatially restricted, may have sig-
nificant impacts on global fluxes due to the intensity of 
the exchange processes.

Another potential source of surface turbulence that 
may significantly impact air-sea fluxes at regional and 
global scales is the effect of rain drops on the ocean sur-
face (Ashton et al., 2016). Rain rate can be inferred using 
infrared and microwave radiometric sensors and used to 
scale rain-induced surface turbulence. The challenge is 
to obtain accurate rainfall estimates due to the complex-
ity of the measurement (see discussions in Section 3.2.1). 
Further efforts combining passive infrared, microwave, 
and active radar measurements should provide more 
insights into cloud microphysics and improve global rain-
fall, and hence air-sea flux estimates. Another benefit of 
passive microwave sensors is their utility to monitor sea-
ice extent, which plays a critical role in sea-atmosphere 

exchange processes. The retrievals are based on changes 
of the brightness temperature due to emissivity differ-
ences of sea ice (including type, age) and the ocean sur-
face. Despite the coarse spatial resolution (~25 km), the 
historical satellite dataset of sea-ice properties reaches 
down to 1973 with the Nimbus-5 mission (NASA), provid-
ing a long-term record for detecting changes and under-
standing feedback responses in the exchange processes.

3.3.2 Visible and near-infrared sensors
Active satellite sensors such as scatterometers, altimeters, 
or synthetic aperture radars (SAR) have been extensively 
used to detect wind speed and direction, as well as wave 
heights (Shutler et al., 2016). Passive spectroradiometers 
have been underutilized for such observations but could 
be further exploited to retrieve sea surface characteris-
tics (e.g., wave spectrum) and related wind speed out of 
sun-glint observations (Harmel, 2016; Kudryavtsev et al., 
2017a). That passive radiometric measurements are lim-
ited by the need for cloud-free conditions, daylight, and 
proper observation geometry is worth remembering. This 
limitation is the major disadvantage in comparison to SAR 
sensors, for example, which are capable of observing the 
sea surface under all-weather conditions throughout the 
diel cycle. However, radiometers do not suffer from the 
speckle noise characteristics of coherent SAR observa-
tions, thus allowing better observation of weaker features. 
Furthermore, radiometers provide an extensive dataset 
with worldwide coverage at a spatial resolution on the 
order of a kilometre (e.g., SeaWiFS, MODIS) down to a few 
meters (e.g., Pleiades, Spot, Landsat series, Sentinel-2). 
Therefore, low-to-high resolution optical images can be 
used independently or as a useful complement to active 
techniques for retrieving surface winds and sea roughness 
to better constrain near-surface oceanic turbulence.

Physically, sun glint is defined as the peak of intensity 
due to the sunlight reflection on the rough sea surface 
occurring in the vicinity of the theoretical location of 
the specular reflection spot that would be obtained for a 
flat sea (i.e., a mirror-like surface). The full sun-glint area 
is spread by a myriad of glints generated by reflection of 
sunlight on the facets of the water surface that are tilted 
toward the observer (Torrance et al., 1966) (Figure 11). 
Thus, the sun-glint region contains valuable information 
on the sea surface roughness, which can be expressed 
through quasi-specular scattering theory (Cox and Munk, 
1954; Munk, 2009). The variations of the surface rough-
ness induce specific patterns of the sun glint highlighting 
small-scale geophysical phenomena (Figure 11a) and the 
presence of biogenic slicks (Figure 11b). Figure 11c–d 
displays different geophysical patterns (slicks, eddies, 
wave packets, etc.) accessible via passive optical remote 
sensing thanks to the presence of sun glint over the image.

Based on the sun-glint characteristics, some studies 
have focused on turning the ocean glint signal into useful 
information for estimating some geophysical parameters 
of interest, including microphysical and optical proper-
ties of aerosols (Kaufman et al., 2002; Ottaviani et al., 
2013), submarine topography (Shao et al., 2011), internal 
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waves (Jackson, 2007), extent of oil spills (Hu, 2011; Lu 
et al., 2016), and wind speed (Wald and Monget, 1983; 
O’Brien and Mitchell, 1988; Harmel and Chami, 2012). 
With regards to momentum transfer across the air-sea 
boundary, short gravity and capillary waves are the most 
interesting. Fortunately, intensity and spread of the sun 
glitter are mostly generated by those short waves. The 
links between sun glint and the dynamic mechanisms at 
the sea surface therefore offer practical means for opti-
cally sensing some of the turbulence-related parameters. 
Toward this goal, recent studies showed that decametre 
spatial resolution sensors, such as MSI/Sentinel-2 or 
OLI/Landsat-8, can be exploited to derive surface rough-
ness and correlated sub-surface currents from pixels 
impacted by sun glint (Kudryavtsev et al., 2017a, 2017b). 
In this case, the wave mean square slope is estimated and 
could be used as a suitable alternative to wind speed for 
estimating air-sea transfer velocity (e.g., Goddijn-Murphy 
et al., 2013).

Hyperspectral radiance data obtained in the VIS/NIR 
from future missions, such as the Ocean Colour Imager 
(OCI) on-board the planned NASA/PACE mission, will 
offer other information of interest to characterizing 
ocean surface properties. More precisely, substances that 

float on ocean surfaces change the spectrum of light 
reflected by clean ocean surfaces. In general, they will 
increase the ocean surface brightness, which can be mis-
taken for aerosol scattering contributions in space-borne 
observations, as is a recognized problem for whitecaps 
(Gordon, 1997). However, these floating substances may 
also have absorption bands at specific wavelengths that 
manifest themselves as ‘dips’ in hyperspectral remote 
sensing observations. For example, Garaba and Dierssen 
(2018) found that marine-harvested macro- and micro-
plastics show distinct absorption bands. Two of these 
bands (1215 and 1732 nm) occur in atmospheric win-
dows and can therefore be noticed in space-borne obser-
vations. Floating material can also have reflectance dips 
in bands coinciding with enhanced liquid water absorp-
tion. Dierssen et al. (2015) used the band depth at 990 
nm to estimate the age of floating seagrass from airborne 
hyperspectral imagery. Recent studies have also identified 
near infrared liquid water absorption bands in reflectance 
spectra of foam and whitecaps resulting from multi-
ple scattering in and around the bubbles of whitecaps 
(HM Dierssen, personal communication). The whitecap 
absorption band at 980 nm lies at the edge of an atmos-
pheric window, which implies that it can be noticed in 

Figure 11: Examples of sun-glint patterns at different spatial scales. (a) Image of the sea surface under gust 
wind conditions taken from a reflex digital camera. (b) Aerial photography of sea surface with visible surfactant 
 filaments. (c) Sentinel-2A image (4 July 2015) in the 2190-nm channel where sun glint is the most intense signal over 
water; the sun-glint patterns highlight some geophysical phenomena such as eddies, ship wakes, and wave packets; 
(d)  Sentinel-3 RGB image (10 May 2016) over the eastern Mediterranean Sea; high sun glint is readily visible on the 
right side of the image. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.f11
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space-borne observations. Hence, hyperspectral remote 
sensing with appropriate spectral and spatial resolution 
allows for developing novel methods to identify and 
retrieve whitecaps and various types of floating vegeta-
tion and debris.

3.3.3 Polarimetric and multidirectional sensors
Direct sunlight, originally unpolarised, becomes partially 
polarised after reflection off the sea surface (Kattawar, 
2013). Polarimetric measurements therefore can provide 
additional information to better discriminate the sun-
glint signal from space (Harmel, 2016). As for intensity, 
the polarisation signal of sun glint is highly directional. 
The use of multi-angular (or multidirectional) data is most 
suitable for exploitation of remotely sensed sun glint in 
the marine environment (Harmel and Chami, 2013).

The sun-glint radiance as measured by a satellite sen-
sor depends on the reflectivity of the air-sea interface and 
the atmospheric transmission. The former is highly direc-
tional and controlled by both the wave facet orientations 
and the refractive index of the sea surface. For example, oil 
slicks change the wave facet orientations and the surface 
refractive index. The resulting change in surface reflectiv-
ity has been exploited in multi-angular data obtained by 
MISR to detect oil slicks (Chust and Sagarminaga, 2007). 
The water refractive index is slightly variable over the 
VIS/NIR spectral range (e.g., by a few percent), but this 
small spectral variation can induce much more significant 
variation in the surface reflectivity (over 30%) and thus on 
the sun-glint signal (Harmel et al., 2018). The atmospheric 
transmission is modulated by the aerosol load and type. 
Therefore, for remote sensing applications, multispectral 
and multidirectional capabilities offer important informa-
tion on aerosol optical properties and on the surface prop-
erties (Ottaviani et al., 2013).

The first advantage of polarimetric multidirectional sen-
sors comes from the capability of acquiring the polarised 
optical signal within and outside the sun-glint influence 
for the same sea surface target. In this manner, atmos-
pheric optical properties can be assessed from the view-
ing directions outside of the glitter. Here, the ability to 
measure the Stokes vector of light (i.e., polarisation state) 
is a significant asset to retrieve the aerosol optical prop-
erties more accurately (Mishchenko et al., 2007). Then, 
these retrieved optical properties might be used to correct 
the signal measured for the viewing directions impacted 
by the sun-glint contribution. After such a correction, the 
sun-glint signal can be quantified for a given geometry 
of observation. The second advantage of multidirectional 
measurements is the possibility to repeat this sun-glint 
radiance estimation for a series of distinct viewing geom-
etries. Such multidirectional sun-glint data could allow 
reconstruction of the BRDF of the air-sea interface, which 
provides information on the sea surface roughness and 
could further help estimate the transfer coefficient k (Lin 
et al., 2016).

Bréon and Henriot (2006) showed, based on the multi-
directional POLDER-1 mission (1996–1997), that the sun-
glint radiance might be exploited to characterize the sea 
surface wind accurately. Harmel and Chami (2012, 2013) 
expanded those results by exploiting the polarisation, in 
addition to the radiance signal, to estimate sea surface 
wind speed from the PARASOL satellite (2005–2013). 
This method provides wind speed at the native spatial 
resolution of PARASOL (i.e., ~6 km) for more than 75% 
of the PARASOL swath and can be used to obtain a global 
assessment of the “clear sky” wind speed distribution 
(Figure 12). However, wind direction is not resolved by 
this method partly due to the limited number of direc-
tional observations per pixel (~14). A way to increase the 

Figure 12: Global wind speed fields derived from the sun-glint signal. Annual average of the sea surface wind 
speed for 2007 obtained from inversion of the sun-glint signal measured by PARASOL for clear sky conditions (data 
available from ICARE/CNES). DOI: https://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.331.f12
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number of available directions to scan the directional pat-
terns of sun-glint reflectance would be to consider several 
contiguous pixels within the image. In such a way, appro-
priate inversion algorithms could be able to fully retrieve 
the wind vector components in preparation for the next 
3MI mission.

As already mentioned, the surfactant-enriched micro-
layer increases the surface tension of the air-sea interface, 
modifying sea surface roughness and, in turn, the sun-glint 
signal. On the other hand, surfactant compounds have a 
refractive index significantly higher than bulk sea water 
(Decho et al., 2003). The presence of natural or anthropo-
genic surfactants in the microlayer therefore affects both 
the intensity and the polarisation state of the sun-glint 
signal. Recent studies showed that space-borne polarimet-
ric measurements of sun glint can be used to estimate the 
presence of oil slicks from the change in refractive index 
between oiled and oil-free waters (Ottaviani et al., 2012; 
Lu et al., 2017). However, further studies are required to 
demonstrate whether this method could be applied to the 
detection of natural surfactants in order to provide esti-
mations of the surfactant distributions and their impacts 
on the air-sea exchange processes at the global scale.

4 Challenges and opportunities in addressing 
science questions on ocean-atmosphere 
interactions using remote sensing
In this paper we have provided a review and future per-
spectives for the use of remote sensing technologies to 
study two key aspects of ocean-atmosphere interaction 
science: (1) the extent to which upper-ocean biology 
affects the composition and radiative properties of the 
marine boundary layer; and (2) the extent to which upper-
ocean turbulence drives fluxes of mass and energy at the 
air-sea interface. Remote sensing is an outstanding tool 
for addressing these questions because it provides synop-
tic, multiscale, and long-term information on key physical-
chemical-biological properties of the ocean-atmosphere 
system. Thanks to continued technological advances, 
we can probe the ocean-atmosphere system with ever-
growing capacity in terms of available techniques, spa-
tial-temporal-spectral resolution, measurement accuracy 
and stability, and data processing and storage capabili-
ties. To transform this wealth of historical and upcoming 
observations into predictive understanding, oceanic and 
atmospheric scientists, as well as engineers, observational 
scientists and modellers, should routinely work in closer 
collaboration. Only interdisciplinary observational and 
data exploitation frameworks can significantly improve 
approaches to solve the two SOLAS research questions 
that motivated this review.

First, there is a need to overcome the traditional sepa-
ration in the retrieval of atmosphere and ocean signals, 
and to integrate observations from various types of sen-
sors and platforms. A model of the latter is the GRASP 
algorithm (Dubovik et al., 2014), which currently ena-
bles a simultaneous highly accurate retrieval of aerosol 
and land surface properties using spectral, multi-angular 
polarimetric remote sensing observations. We envision 
an extended GRASP-type framework that could solve for 

aerosol and hydrosol characteristics given near-simultane-
ous independent measurements of radiometry, polarime-
try and lidar. In this way, a coherent retrieval of sea surface 
organic materials, atmospheric particles and cloud prop-
erties would be achieved. This approach would benefit 
from the high complementarity between passive radiom-
eters, lidar, and polarimeters, in terms of both the optical 
characterisation capacity and the different spatial scales 
and dimensions resolved. Such a framework would largely 
contribute toward answering question (1).

A similar approach would be useful to address ques-
tion (2). For example, space-borne retrievals of the sea 
surface wave spectrum, from capillary waves through 
gravity waves and swell, could be constrained by combin-
ing passive radiometry in the visible and near-infrared 
(i.e., sun-glint) and passive and active microwave sensors. 
Combined with retrievals of sea surface slicks, whitecaps, 
rain rate, sea ice, and buoyancy fluxes (driven by temper-
ature and salinity), this approach would enable a much 
more accurate estimation of turbulent kinetic energy and 
bubble-mediated fluxes of gases and particles.

Beyond the retrieval process, we need innovative 
frameworks for data management, access and analysis. 
Space-borne sensors produce huge (and rapidly growing) 
amounts of data, such that handling and analysis with tra-
ditional systems and techniques will become increasingly 
challenging, being a clear example of a big data problem. 
Widespread implementation of big data approaches, like 
NOAA’s Big Data Project (http://www.noaa.gov/big-data-
project), will improve our ability to utilise remote sens-
ing data to study the ocean-atmosphere interface while 
leveraging the observational efforts. For example, such 
approaches can greatly facilitate the task of sorting/con-
trolling observations by meteorological state, aerosol type 
(pristine marine vs. continental influence), cloud type, 
and ocean ecosystem state, in order to separate ecosystem 
influences from other effects (e.g., McCoy et al., 2015). The 
on-going revolution in artificial intelligence and machine 
learning techniques is poised to play a key role in the 
development of remote sensing applications for the Earth 
Sciences (Lary et al., 2016). Efficient exploitation of mul-
tisensor datasets and extensive data mining can lead to 
new discoveries based on statistical relationships, which 
should ultimately result in better mechanistic under-
standing and predictive power.

Going a step further, we also envision data exploration 
platforms that simplify the task of tracking air and water 
mass trajectories as they are advected, an approach called 
Lagrangian tracking. Such tracking is currently done using 
models such as HYSPLIT (Stein et al., 2015) and by ana-
lysing sequences of satellite images (Lehahn et al., 2018). 
Analysing temporal changes in oceanic and atmospheric 
parameters in a Lagrangian manner greatly improves the 
ability to link statistically the history of particles at one 
side of the air-sea interface with those on the other side, 
revealing processes and suggesting productive avenues 
for future research. Satellite-based Lagrangian diagnos-
tic tools were shown to be very useful in quantifying 
the dynamics of phytoplankton blooms (Lehahn et al., 
2017), cloud fields (Koren and Feingold, 2013) and marine 
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aerosols (Lehahn et al., 2014) over time scales ranging 
from days to months. Such a modelling framework would 
be most informative if utilized simultaneously with in-situ 
measurements of aerosol properties and marine aerosol 
precursors over the relevant spatial-temporal scales.

Breakthroughs in ocean-atmosphere studies may also 
result from new in-situ observation platforms. Paralleling 
the revolution brought about by the ARGO autonomous 
floats to observe ocean circulation and heat content (Riser 
et al., 2016) and biogeochemistry (Claustre et al., 2010; 
Sauzède et al., 2017), autonomous platforms operating at 
the air-sea interface are being proposed. Examples include 
the Wave Glider (Krug et al., 2018), Saildrones (Cross et 
al., 2015) and a so-called “flying sailboat”, a wind-powered 
drone, inspired by the albatross, which operates between 
1 and 10 m above the air-sea interface (Gabriel Bousquet, 
personal communication). Such autonomous platforms 
would allow in-situ observation of fine-scale ocean-atmos-
phere interactions, and a swarm of them could bridge 
the gap between local (e.g., ship-based) and space-borne 
observations.

5 Summary
We hereby summarize this paper in eight key points.

I. Remote sensing from space offers practical means 
to upscale our understanding of ocean-atmosphere 
interactions from local to global scales. Essential 
to this upscaling is to (1) improve retrievals of 
the abundance, size spectrum and composition 
of particle assemblages in both the ocean and the 
 atmosphere, and of dissolved organic matter, foams 
and bubbles at the ocean surface; (2) improve re-
trievals of sea-air interfacial turbulence and sea state 
at all relevant scales, and identify relevant sources 
of turbulence beyond wind stress; and (3) improve 
mechanistic models that link remotely observed 
properties and locally measured processes.

II. A wide range of observation platforms and 
 techniques can be used to better understand 
ocean-atmosphere interactions, including passive 
and active sensors (e.g., radiometer, lidar, radar) 
sounding both intensity and polarisation charac-
teristics of the electromagnetic field; we advocate 
for synergies between these remote sensing obser-
vations to better tackle multidisciplinary ocean-
atmosphere science questions. Such synergies 
require (1) theoretical advances in the radiative 
transfer models in use for simultaneous retrieval of 
atmosphere-ocean properties, (2) merging multi-
sensor and multiplatform datasets using advanced 
data assimilation schemes, (3) further developing 
user- and problem-oriented geophysical datasets, 
and (4) jointly exploiting space-borne sensors with 
in-situ data sets (acquired from ships or autono-
mous platforms) using newly developed artificial 
intelligence methods and facilities. This last point 
could help disentangle potential complex relation-
ships between these two kinds of data sets, thereby 
furthering satellite retrieval algorithms.

III. Upcoming developments in passive radiometry in-
clude the launch of hyperspectral sensors and the 
extension into UV wavelengths. In the ocean, these 
developments will enhance (1) the simultaneous 
retrieval of algal pigments, non-algal particles, and 
coloured dissolved organic matter; (2) the differenti-
ation between several particle functional types and 
size classes; and (3) the estimation of  phytoplankton 
physiological state; and will perhaps enable (4) de-
tection of zooplankton grazing, discrimination 
among different types of coloured dissolved organic 
matter, and assessment of the bulk dissolved carbon 
pool. In the atmosphere, hyperspectral and UV sen-
sors will enhance (1) the discrimination of aerosol 
types, size classes and associated optical properties; 
and (2) the retrieval accuracy for cloud micro- and 
macro-physical  properties.

IV. Multi-angle multispectral polarimetry largely en-
hances the accuracy in retrievals of atmospheric 
and oceanic particle concentration, size and shape 
distribution, and scattering and absorption charac-
teristics, as well as sea surface roughness and wind 
speed. Planned instruments will provide better spa-
tial coverage and resolution and more polarisation 
channels. This will enhance the retrieval of ocean 
signals, which were not explicitly targeted in previ-
ous missions.

V. Lidar offers an unmatched skill to resolve the vertical 
profiles of distinct particle populations. In the atmos-
phere, this skill allows the observation of multi-lay-
ered cloud and aerosol properties, which has pow-
ered breakthroughs in our understanding of aerosol 
transport and aerosol-cloud interactions. Current 
space-borne lidar provides year-round estimates of 
vertically averaged concentration of the subsurface 
particles independently of solar illumination and the 
presence of thin/scattered clouds. Future genera-
tions of ocean-optimised lidar satellites will also en-
able vertical profiling of the upper water column.

VI. Active microwave techniques provide all-weather 
observations of sea surface roughness and derived 
variables. Space-borne scatterometers and altim-
eters have provided a decades-long record of wind 
speed, widely used to determine sea-air gas ex-
change under simplifying assumptions. Microwave 
techniques are now increasingly used to obtain 
an integral view of interfacial turbulence, directly 
related to the wave spectrum, bubbles, foams, 
whitecaps, surfactants and rain. Recently launched 
synthetic aperture radars (SAR) offer an unmatched 
capacity to resolve these processes with extremely 
high resolution across multiple scales.

VII. Passive observations of the infrared and microwave 
signal from the sea skin have provided decades-
long, accurate records of sea surface temperature 
and wind speed. They are now complemented by 
passive microwave retrieval of sea surface salin-
ity, better resolving buoyancy fluxes and there-
fore convection-driven turbulence. Though less 
exploited, the sun-glint signal in the visible and 
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 near-infrared (both radiometric and polarimetric) 
provides a powerful means to retrieve sea surface 
roughness (and thus turbulence-related param-
eters) at multiple scales.

VIII. The aforementioned advances are accompanied 
by growing constellations of polar-orbiting satel-
lites with wide swaths, geostationary sensors with 
capacity to resolve diurnal cycles, and generalized 
increases in spatial resolution. Synergistic use of 
these datasets will soon enable the routine retrieval 
of a large variety of 3D geophysical fields with high 
resolution. Combined with powerful computation-
al frameworks, such synergies should produce a 
leap forward in the understanding, modelling, and 
prediction of ocean-atmosphere interactions.
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